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TCB Sponsors Black
Culture Week
by R.Michael Hall
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
has been busy putting together a
program focusing on past and
present black culture, that is
designed to enrich all of Trinity's
students. The program, entitled
"Mini Black Culture Week", will
begin on Monday, October 29, and
continue until Friday, November 2.
The following is a schedule of
events to come:
MONDAY:
On
Monday
evening, two films will be shown at
Austin Arts Center:
"Mahalia
Jackson", and "Body & Soul", a
film about black music.
TUESDAY: Ms. Irene JacksonBrown, Director of the Music
Center at Howard University, will
give a lecture entitled "Gospel
Music in the Spirit." That lecture
will be followed by a musical
performance by the all-student
"Dartmouth Gospel Choir". All of
this takes place in the Washington
room, starting at 7:30 p.m.
THURSDAY:
TCB
is
sponsoring "The African Experience" at 7:30 p.m. in Mather
dining hall. The show will feature
African sketches, drama, and
music.
t. on p. 2

The Trinity chapter of the
Connecticut
Public
Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG) will
soon initiate a program to find local
support for the Truth-in-Testing
legislation that is drawing considerable national attention.
According to Joyce Ackerman,
'82, a member of ConnPIRG and a
student at Trinity, "the primary,
thrust of the program at Trinity will
be the circulation of petitions to
gather signatures supporting the
Truth-in-Testing legislation. The
program will begin November 1."
On the petition, there will be
space for the student to indicate an
interest in further supporting the
legislation. Those students who do
respond positively will be contacted later and may work on
projects such as contacting
potential sponsors for Truth-inTesting, contacting other groups in
Connecticut who might support
the legislation, and conducting
educational programs to make
people more aware of the standardized testing issue.
ConnPIRG hopes to get its
message across through the media
and flyers distributed in the Mather
Dining Room. Students will be able
to sign the petitions at Mather,
though ConnPIRG intends to send
petitions to the faculty as well as
fraternities to get more thorough
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Forum on Sexism
Sparks Lively Debate
by Debbie Mapes
Various members of the Trinity
community heatedly attacked the
issue of sexism Thursday evening in
a forum on sexism, as a follow-up
to the sexism party protest held on
Vernon Street two weeks ago. The
forum was attended by approxi
mately fifty people.
Moderated by Hedda Rublin, Co-ordinator of the Women's
Center and Reggie Blaxton, the
Chapel intern, the forum was open
to people wishing to express their
views on sexism. Several people
attended to the specific theme of
"Kamana Wana Laya" and whether
or not it had sexist implications.
But the forum issues at large
concerned the prevailing attitudes
of sexism and the insensitivity
which many feel is rampant on this
campus

photo by Ben Klimcak

Friday, students headed home to begin the intensive studying that
characterizes Open Period.

ConnPIRG Mounts Drive for
Truth In Testing Legislation
by Dave Diamond
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coverage. According to one
ConnPIEvG spokesman, "We're
hoping to get at least a couple
hundred signatures out of this
project." The petitions will then be
submitted in support of the state
Truth-in-Testing legislation, the
federal bill, or both.
Briefly, the Truth-in-Testing
legislation extends the Truth-inPackaging and Truth-in-Labeling
concept to standardized higher
education admissions tests.
If
passed, the bill would require
testing companies such as the
Education Testing Service (ETS),
which administers the Standard
Achievement Tests, to disclose all
studies of test validity; inform
students what their scores were,
what they mean, and how they will
be reported; provide students,
upon request with their answers
and the test's correct answers, as
veil as a copy of the test questions.
The Truth-in-Testing issue first
came to Trinity two weeks ago
when John Weiss, Director of the
Project to De-mystify The
Established Standardized Tests
(Project DE-TEST), discussed his
opinions of standardized tests.
Weiss contended that many people
don't fully understand this type of
test, and believes that the questions
may in fact be racially biased.
According to Weiss, the scoring
curve for a standardized test, or
how the test.scores will fall, is

Timothy J. Oberg, 1959-1979
The College Community learned last Sunday of the sudden
death of Timothy J. Oberg'81.
Oberg, an economics major, was President of the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity. In addition he was a teaching assistant, sacristan at the
Chapel and had been named Faculty Scholar after his freshman
year. Oberg was a resident of South Windsor.

created before the test itself.
Questions are created to fit the
curve, ensuring that only a.certain
number of people will answer them
correctly. If questions appear not
to fit the curve, they caa-always be
changed.
"In this way," says Weiss, "the
'bright' people usually score
correctly while the 'dumb' people
usually score incorrectly. If the
questions are racially biased, a
certain race could appear to be
•dumb'."
Weiss believes that
..these tests were deliberately designed this way as part of an
American eugCnics movement that
began at the turn of the century
and continues to some extent
today. Eugenics is the science of
improving
hereditary
factors
through breeding.
NYPIRG, a sister of ConnPIRG,
has already succeeded in New
York with the passage of its Truthin-Testing bill. Nationally, PIRG
hopes for similar successes in other ,
states, including Connecticut, and
eventually will work towards the
ratification of the federal Truth-inTesting bill in Washington, D. C. A
rally meeting was held this past
weekend in Virginia to discuss
progress and compare strategies.
The meeting attracted national
figures including Ralph Nader, an
avowed proponent of the Truth-inTesting legislation.
ConnPIRG members believe
that they can pass a similar version
of New York's Truth-in-Testing bill
and feel that it will succeed
through local programs like the
"one to be administered at Trinity;
Trinity students interested in
helping ConnPERG contact its
office located at Ogilby.

Several students challenged
whether or not the administration
is taking appropriate action against
sexist offenses which occur. The
forum closed with demands about
the need for action to promote an
awareness of sexism anci to
eliminate sexist attitudes,
In coming to terms with what
sexism is, one student stated that
"sexism is not men versus women",
but instead it means "making
human beings sexual objects." She
referred to the theme of the party
as "a cheapshot".
A student who found the poster
to be in offensive questioned if "we
are looking to be oversensitive."
Many students, faculty and administration members emotionally
challenged this student's remarks
and the idea of overall insensitivity.
Cont. on p. 3

"Killing Us Softly"
Explores Ad Sexism
woman as an object to whom we
attribute no sense of intelligence.
The flawless,
unblemished
Diane Goldsmith, representing
beautiful woman. You see her the Neighborhood Women Against
every day. But she is not on the Rape, was disturbed by the use and
street, in the city, or anywhere on eAploitation of young children in
the campus. She only exists in ads. Five-year-old girls are being
advertisements. This was the opin- portrayed as mature women by
ion expressed in the film "Killing advertising technique.
Us Softly," created by Jean
Goldsmith was concerned with
bulbourne. The film was shown this, as she said incest has been
three times on Wednesday, increasing tremendously ip the
October 17. After the final showing United States. The growing incia panel discussion was held.
dence of 14-year-otd boys raping
The film used examples of five year old girls has also
advertisements from magazines, increased, Goldsmith said. She
newspapers, album covers, and seemed to think that the influence
storefront windows to give the of advertisements could be a
viewer an idea of how wtomen are possible factor.
...
portrayed. Kilbourne's presentaRepresenting the advertising
tion showed how advertisers use
subtle techniques to make broader industry, was Barbara Bodnar of
implications. In the film there was the Bddnar and Elbaum Agency, a
an ad where a bottle of tabasco Farmington firm. Bodnar, an adsauce was "raping" a baked vertising producer, creator and
potato. Kilbourne in the fiim, said writer, thought the film was not
no details are left put of the ads. objective. She said the film did not
Anything in the ad was meant to be state which ads "worked" or
there and therefore the portrayal df "sold" and which did not.
Some of the ads in the film.
women as sex symbols or moronic
said Bodnar. the public objected to
housewives is no mistake.
The discussion following the and as a result, the products didn't
film, sponsored by the Trinity sell. She said the public is the
Women's Center, was led bv four conscience of the industry. The
women concerned with women's purpose of the advertisements, she
image in advertising. Dr. Kaja explained, were to motivate and
Silverman, Assistant Professor of manipulate the consumer to buy
English, thought that today's ad- the product.
Bodnar said the portrayal of
vertising leads a' woman to feel
inadequate. The women portrayed women in advertising was keeping
in the ads are inhuman which pace of the times. Channels
sometimes causes a woman to objected at this point, saying there
become self-loathing. Silverman are relatively few ads depicting
attributed the alarming high rate of women in the labor force. Women
anorexia in the United States and are not new in the labor force, but
on the Trinity campus to feelings of ads are just beginning to depict
them as other than wife and
inadequacy in women.
mother.
Dr. Noreen Channels, Assistant
Channels thought that the
Professor of Sociology, thought the
ads were "a lot more than advertising business uses only that"
pictures." The ads save the woman which sells. Bodnar agreed that the
from seriousness, she felt. She is main purpose of advertising is to
cast out of the mainstream of sell the product. She also thought:;
society. According to ..Channels, however, that the roie of women in
women are shown either as beauti- ads is changing, but that .it would::
ful, sensuous lovers, housewives, take time and awareness before the
maids or laundresses. Channels whole image of women in ads,was
thought advertising displayed the different.
by Robin Fins
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Faculty and Alumni Children
Play Unique Role at College
byPanlaT.LIn
Trinity College's Faculty and
Alumni offspring do not advertise
their inherited ties with the
College. They have gone through
the typical application process for
college admission as have other
high school students.
Although faculty children would
appear to be more vulnerable than
alumni children to some form of
public scrutiny, they generally feel
no different and expect no special
attention after matriculation from
the rest of the college community.
Some faculty and alumni
children applied to Trinity as Early
Notification Candidates and others
applied to different institutions
before selecting Trinity for various
reasons.
Upon entering
the
College, faculty children such as
Cynthia Ogden, Henry DePhillips
and . Marianne Miller acknowledge the benefits of having free
tuition and some familiarity with
campus facilities and faculty.
Miller '79 enjoys' a certain
anonymity on campus because
most students do not associate her
with her father, Dr. Charles Miller
from the physics department. She
says that her parents did not have
the final say in her college
aoolication process.
They rather presented Trinity
in a very positive light to her by
pointing out that she could receive
just as good a liberal arts education
at Trinity as at any other fine
institution. Although Miller was
aware that she would have to deal
with various good and bad points of
the College, she prefers the open
curriculum, pleasant campus ana
small classes.
She says that she is able to save
money for graduate school because
' of the free tuition she receives now.
She does, however, pay for room
and board and the student activities fee. She says she is fortunate to
have better access to hel- father,
but that this is true for any. person
living in the Hartford area.
Henry DePhillips '82, another
faculty member's son, applied to
other schools besides Trinity, He
says that his father, Dr, Henry

for

According to W. Howie Muir,
DePhillips of the Chemistry
Department, was very open- Director of Admissions, not every
minded and would have supported faculty or alumni son and daughter
him regardless of which school he is admitted on the sole basis of
decided to attend. The younger having parental ties with the
DePhillips believes that even if he College. The offspring must be
were not a professor's son, he qualified enough to meet the high
would have had interest in academic standards necessary to
Trinity anyway due to his high gain admission and survive the
school's familiarity with Trinity academic rigors at Trinity. NeverCollege. Trinity also has very theless, as stated in the Trinity
strong departments in the areas of College Catalogue, "Sons and
his
interests-chemistry
and daughters ot alumni who meet all
economics. Being a professor's the admission requirements are
son, he feels, results in having to given preference over other applitolerate occasional ribbing from cants of similar qualifications."
other students. Still, he is proud to
Jerry Hansen, Director of
have such a well-liked father.
Alumni and College Relations,
Dirk Kuyk '81, son of Professor >
• explains how the Admissions
Dirk Kuyk of the English Depart- Program for Alumni Sons and
ment, describes how he went Daughters is successful in its
through the regular
college design to "help prepare sons and
application process in which Trinity daughters of alumni for the very
was one of seven other colleges to important and challenging process
which he applied. He says that one of choosing the colleges to which
important factor leading to his they will apply." In optional
decision to attend Trinity was the counseling sessions, the alumni
advantage of having many small child is given a realistic appraisal of
his or her chances of acceptance at
classes.
Trinity should he or she decide to
The younger Kuyk says that he applywas" not pressured to come to
Hansen
indicates
that
Trinity in the sense that his parents
would have been willing to support recruiting aiumni offspring for
him financially if he chose to attend monetary benefits is not the intent
another school. Preferring to re- of the Admissions Program for
main low-key and inconspicuous, Alumni Sons and Daughters. InKuyk enjoys being far enough away stead, the Program can be viewed
trom home to participate in the as a service that exposes participating students to the college
college experience.
Jason Smith '82, son of Vice experience by helping them to
President Tom Smith, also applied know what to question and look for
in a college to meet their needs.
to other institutions and decided
Since Trinity is an independent
that Trinity was the best school in
which to enroll. He cites its institution, funds and donations
reputation, athletics and financial contributed by alumni certainly
support by the College. He lives on help to maintain various facilities at
Hansen
campus and observes that most Trinity. . Nevertheless,
people either forget or ate believes that alumni support is
surprised the he is an admistrator's evident in other forms such as
enthusiasm,
and
son. Like Dirk Kuyk and other time-giving,
interviewed students, Jason wants school spirit. Those factors can be
to be treated like any other Trinity more important in the sense that
student and liked for himself. He they indirectly help intelligent,
students
become
perceives his father on campus as prospective
any other parent who is doing his interested and aware of what
job. He Says that his father's Trinity has to offer to them.
Sharon Simoni '82, who parauthoritative role at Trinity does
not specifically interfere with his ticipated in last year's program,
personal and social activities.
Cont. onp.3

Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

Financial Aid News
The Office of Financial Aid is now prepared to entertain
undergraduate aid applications for the second semester. The
following students should contact the aid office for the necessary
forms and instructions.
1.
Those students who have never applied for aid, but who
wish to do so for second semester.
2.
Those students who applied for aid for the. first semester
but who were denied aid and whose family financial circumstances
have changed significantly.
3.
Those students already on aid, whose family circumstances
have changed significantly and who feel they need more assistance.
Students who arc already on aid who have no need for additional
assistance, DO NOT have to file at this time.
Please call Alice Norsigian, Financial Aid Secretary at extension 365
if you will need forms sent to you. If you wish to pick up forms or
have questions, we are located in Room 105, Downes Memorial,
near the 'Admissions Office. The deadline for applications is
December 12.

u

Music, PR" Combined
In Internship
by Margaret Henderson
Every other weekday morning,
Laura Fergusson, '80, walks down
to
the
Hartford
Symphony
Orchestra on Capitol Avenue to
work on her internship with the
company. Although she does play
the piano, Fergusson's duties are
not musically oriented; rather she
works in the promotion and
advertising offices.
To earn one credit for which
Concert Choir Director, Gerry
Moshell, sponsored her, Fergusson
works with the Symphony ten hours
each week. Besides her morning
hours, she often goes to the
Symphony in the afternoons to
fulfill the required time. After
completing the internship this
semester, Fergusson wuVvvrite a
paper to sum up What she has
accomplished while working on the
project.

Black Week
Cont. Ifrom p. 1
FRIDAY: On the final day of the
culture week, TCB will sponsor a
semi-formal "Cabaret" in Mather
Dining Hall. The dance will have
both live music from "Chain
Reation", and the latest tunes from
"Grovemakers, Inc.".
Because the members of TCB
feel that racial tensions at the
college have somewhat diminished,
TCB no longer feels the need to
devote as much of its resources to
'acting as the "watchdog against
racism", and can concentrate on
academic and cultural activities.
Along with Black Culture Week,
TCB has converted the "Black
House" into more of a black
cultural center, featuring black
literature and art work.

TEA PIER
PACKAGE STORE
HAS FREE
ARIA DELIVERY

PIZZA
Come in and Eat m our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

247-0234

Richard Staton
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

CALL SKIP &
MICHELLE PETERSON

525-1698
FINE WINE &
LIQUOR SELECTION
570 HILLSIDE AVE.,
HTFD.

At the H.S.O. office, Fergusson
writes press releases, learns about
advertising layout, and promotes
projects of the Orchestra in addition to learning about the
Symphony itself. Articles on this
non-profit organization are communicated to the Hartford Courant
and T.V. and radio stations.
Fergusson works under the
Director of Advertising with other
members of the small staff. Recently they were writing releases on the
official 1979-1980 season /which
started October 17 at the Bfashfiell
Memorial Hall. Other projects of
the Orchestra include POPS, a
series of four concerts performed at
the Hartford Jai Alai Fronton under
the direction of Conductor Robert
Hayman; and a Young Artists
Series of five concerts which
performs the same repertoire, but
employs dfffelr^!!fy8ffrTg*Stttstff*-w*'
An American Studies major
who studied in England last term,
Fergusson learned about the
internship from the Internship
Office at Trinity. Although she
never took music courses at Trinity,
Fergusson feels knowledge of an
instrument helps her when she
writes press releases. In addition to
the internship, she takes three
other courses, plays field hockey,
and works for SAGA. Her hobbies
include squash, lacrosse, and
piano.
Fergusson enjoys working with
the Orchestra.
She recently
attended rehearsals where she met
the new members whom she plans
to interview for a press release. She
feels the advantages of fulfilling
the internship are manifold. Her
work takes her off campus where
she has the opportunity to meet a
new group of people and learn how
to deal with them.
In addition, she is learning how
to write, which will be of use to her
in the future. Fergusson has
worked in the advertising field
prior to her internship and hopes to
pursue a career in the public
relations or communications field'
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SAGA Reforms, Action on
Pub Thefts Pondered by SGA
by Sharon Slmoni
"The full agenda of the meeting
of the Student Government Association was dominated by the
reports of this year's newly formed
committees. The SAGA committee,
the Pub liaison, and the Budget
Committee presented reports of
their first meetings to the S.G.A.
On Monday, October 15, the
S.G. A. held their
meagerly
attended meeting. The representatives of the S.G.A. had almost
perfect attendance, but as usual,
there were few non-members,
present.
The first committee to report
was the SAGA Committee. The
members of the
Committee
reported that SAGA had approved
a new ten-meal per week meal plan
for next semester, pending the
support and approval of the
students.
SAGA assumes-*that students
whoare on this plan will eat all ten
meals. Students will be paying for
all ten meals, unlike the 19-meal
and 15-meal plans, in which
students pay for only 15 and 13
meals, respectively.
SAGA assumes people will miss
a few meals per week and SAGA
adjusts the price accordingly. The
SAGA Committee hopes to persuade
SAGA to give one dollar off
coupons for each meal missed.
These coupons would then be used
toward purchases in the Cave.
David Doe '80, asked the
S.G.A. to help him in establishing a
larger non-smoking area in Mather...
Dining Hall. The S.G.A. was very
enthusiastic about the idea and
thought it might be better to have a
large area for non-smokers and a
smaller designated
area
for
smokers.
Members wondered if the new
• ••Connecticut restaurant law applied
to SAGA; no one was too sure, but
the S.G.A. plans to investigate the
matter for further discussion. A
committee was established to help
st up the larger non-smoking area if
the Connecticut law doesn't apply.
Tori Aronow '82, the S.G.A.'s
Pub liaison reported that in her
meeting with Wayne Asmus,
Director of Mather Campus Center,
he expressed concern over the
amount of theft occurring in the
Pub. He says that students have

stolen about two dozen pitchers
and three dozen glasses.
President Jim Pomeroy '81
stated that some of these thefts
could be attributed to students
from other schools. The Pub would
be in excellent financial shape if
the stealing had not occurred.
The Budget Committee met and
elected Pamela Wilton '81, to head
the Committee and David Clark
'80, as secretary. The Budget
Committee planned to discuss
WRTC's problems, but the business manager of WRTC failed to
show.
It was mentioned that WRTC
would be in worse trouble if he
failed to show again. The Committee has already frozen WRTC's
fwids. Andy Teitz stressed that
WRTC was not the sole problem of
the Budget Committee, since some
of WRTC's problems were not
financial.
The S.G.A. assigned the
Constitution Committee to deal
with WRTC's possible violation of
federal, state and/or Trinity laws.
The Red Cross Blood Drive
scheduled for November 6, it is
hoped, will receive donations from
50-60 per cent o% the student
population. Lyn'Snodgrass '82, felt
this could be achieved only through
increased publicity. He plans a
massive campaign of posters and
donor cards to get students
involved.
A Parking Appeals Committee
was established for students who
feel they have valid reasons to have
parking tickets revoked. The
Committee consists of Scott Craig
'80, Robert Herbst '80 and Mike
Reiner '80.
Wayne Asmus asked the S.G.A.
to appoint two members to be
representatives on a Student
Workers Grievance Board. The
Board will negotiate any labormanagement disputes in Mather.
Bill Luby !81 and Gavin Reardon
'81 volunteered to serve on the
Board.
The ski team asked for ad hoc
committee status from the S.G.A.
They needed this status to be
eligible to receive funds quickly
from the Budget Committee. The
ski team would only receive these
funds pending approval of their
constitution by the Constitution
Committee.

Attention

Andy Teitz thought it was not a
good idea to set a precedent of this
kind, but Jim Pomeroy pointed out
that the rugby team and the
photography club used the same
method to get funds last year. The
S.G.A^. granted the ski team ad hoc
committee status.
Andy Teitz, Treasurer of the
S.G.A., stated that the S.G.A.
presently has $6,505 in its treasury.
The S.G.A. plans to look into me
possibility of a Muscular Dystrophy
drive of some sort.
The S.G.A. also appointed
Donald Jackson '83, and Wat
Stearns '83, to a News Committee
which will attempt to keep students
informed
of
any
S.G.A.
accomplishments and events.

I*

A panel discussion took place Wednesday after the movie "Killing,
us Softly" to discuss the depiction of women by advertising.
photo by Hen l\L'mr.'ak

WRTC Budget Problems, Reforms
Concern Budget Committee
by Patty Hooper
The handling of WRTC's outstanding bills highlighted last
Tuesday's meeting of the Student
Government Association Budget
Committee.
The discussion began with
reference to a letter written by
Station Manager William Paine
regarding the need for an additional $180 to cover the cost^of having
UPI service. The letter explained
that the cost for this service would
have been S1880 if it had been paid
by September 1. However, it was
not, and so, it now will cost $1980.
The original budget allotted only
$1800 for UPI based on the cost'for
it last year.

It was stated that the thirty
hours of phone calls that the station ,
was charged for over the summer
still, have not been accounted foF.
Michael LeClair, Technical Director, speaking for Bill Paine, said
that the WRTC officers have come
up with a plan to disable the
phones so that this problem will not
arise in the future. LeClair stated
that the phones will require a key
for use and that only the officers
will have these keys. Also, since
October 1, a log has been kept on
all phone calls going out of t,he
station. All calls that are not logged
in will be the responsibility of the
disc jockey. It was then moved and
nassed to pay the entire outstanding phone bill of $630.88.

Also discussed was a bill from
the Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System for $170. IBS represents
college radio • stations and has
equipment dealerships that are
useful as suppliers.

Another problem that the
Budget
Committee tried
to
straighten out dealt with the purchase of Cart motors, tape decks
and equilizers last year. The
Budget Committee had only

Forum on Sexism
. cont. from p. 1
One person argued that by
displaying such posters "you're
offending a part of the college
community." Dean of Students
David Winer agreed that "the
posters were in extremely poor
taste" and are an example of the
"general lack of sensitivity which
arises and has to change."
In response to the need for
"non-negotiable demands on part
of the entire group," a committee is
being established to petition administrators for their views on

sexism. Professor H. McKim Steele
of the history department agreed
that "tlie institution should be on
record" on. the issue of sexism.
Winer directed the need for action
to the college community at large
as "the responsibility lies equally
with all of us." We need to establish
"dialogue with people whom we
believe to be insensitive."
Steele reflected
on the
relevance of the sexism issue:
"We J re talking about human
equality. I don't think that's a
debatable issue."

approved the purchase of the cart
,. motors. However, at the end of the
year, Pat McDonald apparently
called Bil! Paine and reported that
there was $1000 left in budgeted
funds. They then took this S1000
and spent it on a new equilizer and
tape
decks
(unauthorized
spending), and spent money from
their agency account on the cart
motors. What they should have
done was use the Trinity funds on
the cart motors and the agency
account funds on the tape decks
and the equilizer. AH the bills have
been paid, however, except for the
stereo invoice which will be paid
out of the agency account.
It was then moved and passed
to pay for IBS (570) and to allot an
extra $80 from the Budget Committee Contingency Fund to cover
the rise in cost from last year for
UPL The additional late fee of $100
must be paid out of their agency
account.
Richard See and Doug Rollins,
co-presidents of the Trinity ski
team requested $157 to fund a
dance being h.eid November 3 to
raise money to fund a raffle that
will raise money for the team. The
ski team is asking for a $3000
budget and is expecting to raise
$1000 from the raffle.
Steven
Elmendorf, a member of th$^
Budget Committee questioned
whether this budget included
paying for meals for the team. The
Budget Committee has a policy of
not paying for the means of a sports
teanft The requested budget was
adjusted and the ski team is now
requesting $2400. The team's advisor is Dr. Ttieodore D. Lockwood.

Children

drink

FREE

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

HARTFORD AREA
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, Ct. 06118
(203)568-7927
NEW HAVEN AREA'
TEST PREPARATION
Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr.
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
101 Whitney Ave.
Information About Other Centers In Man
New Haven, Ct. 06511
Outside NY State
(203)789-1149

KAPLAN

For

Wed
TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
219 NEW BRITAIN
;
HARTFORD, CONN.$:
(corner Henry St. ijext to Corner Tap) ${

DULKA, PROP.

cont. from p. 2
says that the Alumni Sons and
Daughters Weekend with its cotlege activities was a determining
factor that helped her decide what
kind of college' she would enjoy
attending.
last year's statistics reveal that
approximately
80
students
participated in the Admissions
Program for Alumni Sons and
Daughters. Of the half who eventually applied, "50% were accepted
and 80% of those chose to
martriculate at Trinity. Therefore,
30-32 alumni sons and daughters
were accepted into the class of
1982. Written evaluations of the
Alumni Sons and Daughters Program were as positive as Sharon
Simoni's reaction.

RAFAEL ORIGINALS
Custom Made Jewelry
and Leather
:
4 Union Place
Hartford, Conn. 525-5728
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Soloist Saves Symphony
by Sarah Jane Nelson
The Frantic rehearsing of
difficult passages and scales by
loquacious flutes, violins, cellists,
and other instrumentalists that
inevitably precedes a symphony
orchestra's performance^ not only
a testimony to the lack of confidence of artists in general, but; it
is also highly unsettling if one
happens to recognize a melody not
included in that night's program.
Such was the experience of this
reviewer on Wed., Oct. 17, when
she attended Hartford Symphony
Orchestra's performance. „ at . the
Bushnell. The program included
Copland's "Salon Mexico", and
Prokofieff's Violin Concerto No. 2.
It did not' include Carmina Burana.
Although the frantic rehearsing
aforementioned had the potentially
po'sitive effect of heightening our
expectations for the performance,
Mr. John Parish's unexpected and
unwarranted appearance on stage
greatly shook these expectations.
Mr. John Parish is an outspoken
and ineloquent board member of
the Symphony. With microphone
in
hand
he
longwindedly
congratulated conductor Arthur
Winograd for sticking with the
Symphony for sixteen years,
skeptically announced that the
Subscription Series to the, Symphony is "very nearly a sell out",
and invited the entire audience to a
champagne reception at the State
House following the performance.
This prop an g and a disguised as
generosity was in the poorest taste.
Doubting the quality and quantity

of this champagne, I naturally
decided against attending this
hypocritical rite. It is the music
produced by an orchestra which
builds its prestige.
Copland's "El Salon Mexico"
gets off to a halting start, with
dissonant brass chords. Dissonance
is often abrasive, but when the
instruments that produce them are
out of tune, it is positively offensive, as was the case with the
brass in the Copland piece. The
violins answering passages were,
tentative and out of focus.
However, principal Clarinetists
William Goldstein certainly gave
the work something to boast about.
In his warmly executed solo, he
rescued the Copland piece from
redundancy.
The atmospheric void created
by Mr. Parish could not be filled by
.a soloist as energetic as Ani
Kavafian. October 17 was the date
fcTr Ms Kavafian's second appearance with the Symphony
Orchestra. She has performed
frequently in both Europe and
Central America. Through her
virtuosity she has won the Avery
Fisher Prize and the Young
Concert Artist's International
Prize. She graduated from Julliard
with a Master's Degree in 1973.
Kavafian's program choice of
Prokofieff's Violin Concerto No. 2
could hardly have been more
inspiring. The twentieth century
Russian composer's style is a
fascinating mix of strictly classical
and aftectist (or Romantic). This
mix gives his musical expressiveness _great color and
versatility. In this violin concerto

there is a restraint of emotion and
an effusion of it which approaches
an ideal balance.
• Kavafian performed this piece
with a minimum of rough edges.
Her tone was full of depth (even in
the higher passages) and her
rendition was suitably affectist in
essence. In the first movement the
mood
vascillated
between
romantic outburst and controlled
introspection. Although the soloist
carried these off quite convincingly
her symphonic accompaniment did
not come up to the standard she
was setting. There was an unfortunate interlude where the
clarinets and flutes went sour. At
other times Kavafian hurried a bit,
and almost left the Symphony
behind. Unfortunatelyj as a rule, it
is1 often the case that the soloist
rivals the orchestra rather than
being cooperative with it. But, the
latter can deaden a performance beyond resuscitation.
The Andante was lyrical and
graciously performed. Although
the. principal flute sounded dry
next to the violin in their imitative
exchange, the clarinet was never
disappointing.
The storm Allegro ben marcato
witnessed some precariously
performed triads towards its finish,
and at times intonation was lost.
However, it was never dull but full
of spirit.
An insecure orchestra is sad to
behold. But; hopefully with the
growing attendance of such soloists
as Ani Kavafian, and the
elimination Of . such disparaging
men as Mr. Parish, if will gain a
greater identity.

Sintim-Misa Explains Intent
by Kwaku Sintim-Misa
I must first of all begin by
expressing my profound gratitude
to the Jesters for presenting my
production, the audience for its
wonderful reception, and 'the
Tripod for writing a whole page on
me as a special feature! Thes^ will
go down in my records as the most
encouraging and inspiring series of
events in my historical career as an
actor! 1 have been greatly
impressed by its generosity!
'..;
At this point, 1 feel it prudent to
clarify one or two things about the
performance. After observing a few
reactions, I think it is necessary to
explain briefly what,the play is in
relation to the reality. I shall begin
with a quotation /from Martin
Luther King.
' 'These are revolutionary times.
AH over the globe men are
revolting against old systems of
exploitation and oppression, and
out of the wombs of a frail world
new systems' of j us, tice and equality
are being born..."
My play is a reflection of such
"times" in -Ghana's political
history, and it was a revolt against
"the old system of exploitation and
oppression" and it may/interest
you to note that the peak of the
. struggle was culminated in the
June 4, 1979 event, when FlightLieutenant Jerry Rawlings led the
junior officers to topple the corrupt
government. Jerry John Rawling's
Revolutionary Council embarked
upon a policy of "housecleaning"
whereby strong measures were
taken to stamp out corruption. It is
noteworthy that during his threemonth rule, Ghanaians developed a
strong anti-corruption attitude and
a fierce sense of rebellion against
class injustice! An old African
proverb says, "the grass bends in
the direction the wind blows.''

Having realized that Jerry
Rawlings and his men were willing
to sacrifice, they also changed their
national attitudes! In other words,,
the national character of a people is
a reflection of the type of government they have! The picture of
contemporary Ghana is now very
remote from the Jrnage presented
in "Sketches and Stuff Like That"
and it is not the reality!
Reading the review, I saw a
misquotation. Kay in the play made
this statement: "Ghanain Cats live
on Cockroaches," but in the
Tripod, it read: "Ghanains and
their cats live on cockroaches."
This mistake, I believe,' is very
trivial and might have been caused
by the reviewer rnishe'aring me!
Again, I mentioned during the
interview that "Ghanains are my
people, and they have to be led."
This notion of leading a people, in
my view, is a'political problem,not
peculiar to Ghana alone, but for
most of the developing countries. It
is a logic in the political histories of
all developed states that somewhere along the line, a strong
system of centralization of political
power was wielded by an individual
qr a group of individuals in the
- interest of the state!
This brings us to the universal
application of the thought in the
play. The original working title of
the play was '"A Song Against
Oppression" and for obvious reasons, I had to change it. "Sketches
jmd Stuff Like That" is a song
against oppression of all types all
over-the world. I can boldly make
reference to Chile, Argentina,
Philippines, etc., etc.!
A friend from Thailand told me
she wished that someone would do
"a similar play in Thailand. In other
words, I would like my American
audience not to view to play as a
peculiar-feature tof 'Ghana's 1 recent

past, but as a process, a logical
historical process that a country
must live through in- order to
prepare the ground for the formation of a new radical policy-the
form of which results in Revolutions! And the characteristic of
which is the strong anti-corruption
and anti-class injustice feeling!
I write plays that attempt an
analysis and/or criticism of society.
But as much as possible, that
analysis must stem from a comprehensive world or universal view
with a definite idea as to what
course to take in departing from
our crooked past! My country
belongs to the struggling third
world, and I cannot afford to
dissipate my talent on creating
plays'that have no relevance in the
context of our struggle. My play,
therefore, reflects third world
political and economic problems!
Finally * I want to clarify a last
point, j h e Reverend Jackson in the
play has no relation with the
Reverend Jesse Jackson. It is just a
marvelous coincidence. I did not
know about Jesse Jackson ulitil
after the performance!

Dance Conveys Mood
by Jill SteidI
Clive Thompson and Estelle
Spurlock, members of the Alvin
Alley American Dance Theatre,
gave a powerful performance last
Friday night in Trinity's Goodwin
Theatre. Though the dancers each
have their individual style, both
have an equally compelling force to
their movement. Clive Thompson
has a very precise quality to._his
dancing which, contrasted with the
incredible emotional -intensity of
his facial expressions, results in a
fascinating combination. Estelle
Spurlock conveys that same kind of
concentrated emotion through her
body. She has a looseness and
fluidity to her technique which has
allowed her a broader margin for
creativity in her movement. The
two opposing styles do manage to
compliment each other fairly well.
Though the performance itself
was of a "high quality; some of
Ailey's choreography/ lacked a
certain element of originality* The
first two pieces in particular,
"Blues Suite" and "Love Songs",
were rather melodramatic focusing
on trite, commerical themes.
"Blues Suite", the choreographed
story of a "macho man gets
woman," was first performed in
1958 "and shows its age. "Love
Songs" was just so much sentimental slop, though Thompson's
performance made it tolerable. One.
of the major problems with these
two dances was that they were only
a series of "safe" dance steps
strung together with no element of
creativity or risk linking them. Any
theme can be made workable
providing the choreography is
exciting.
The final piece in the first half
of the program was "Cry", a piece

For all black women everywhereespecially our mothers." It was a
very sincere expression about the
struggles and sufferings of black
women through the centuries. In
contrast to the previous two pieces,
"Cry" was a statement that
definitely made the audience reflect on this theme. Estelle
Spurlock's
performance
was
incredibly effective, conveying the
themes powerful emotion.
ifaini,.,ip

piece of the second half, was to
only work not choreographed by
Ailey. It has a different flavor than
the rest of the program, and Rudy
Perez, the creator of die dance,
certainly left his own mark on the
audience. His use of costumes and
taped score were both creative and
relevant to the message of the
piece, a comment on society. I
question Perez's motives in. the•
final sequence, however. To the
tune of "God Bless America".
Thompson removes, his hat but
instead of placing it over his heart,
he slides it down to a stationary
position over his crotch. Though
the movement makes a definite
statement and is rather amusing, it
seems to. be there for the shock
effect more than any other statement.
The final portion of the program
consisted of three excerpts from
Ailey's most renowned w0^1
"Revelations". The movements in
this dance bring across the almosi
sensual emotions in the black
religion. The musical accompaniment to the three pieces was slow
gospel music, punctuated w ' n
more spirited tunes. An unfailingly
moving expose of negro spiritua
music, it was the highlight of the
evening and well worth waiting f°r-

Schnitzler Satirizes

I shall end by thanking you
all again for the wonderful
To open the
1979-1980
response to the show-Thank you.
theatrical season at Trinity
^.College, the Theatre Arts Program
j will offer in the James Lippincbtt
I Goodtyin Theatre on November 1 3 and 8-11 seven performances of
Arthur
Schnitzler's
erotic
The Trinity College Poetry
Center is having an Open House for masterpiece, "La Ronde." Set in
all members of the campus the manifestly carefree, frivolous
community on Tuesday, October Vienna of the belle epoque, "La
30, at 4:00 PM at 115 Vernon Ronde" chronicles in ten dialogues
Street. Anyone interested in the a series of promiscuous sexual
that
involve
writing and enjoyment of poetry is encounters
invited. Refreshments will be representatives from the lowest to
the highest ranks of the decadent,
served.
turn of the century, Viennese

Poetry Open House
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Because of its shocking subject
matter, "La Ronde," written m
1897, was at first, privately ^circulated. When it was printed i
• 1903, it provoked a storm -oi
outrage. Performances we^
banned in Germany as bemc
obscene, and pre-Nazi troop'
destroyed in 1921 the Viennese
theatre in which the play »'»s bel "*
given. In 1950 French mo«J
director Max Ophulus maoe
highly acclaimed film v e r s l ° n , l a
the play, and in the mid-miesRonde" enjoyed a lengthy
the New Y o * Stage. i ln <
< i • j 3 " n p. S '
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Wood Explores Environment
Through Sensory Perception
by Bill Griswold
Steve Wood, Trinity College
Artist in Residence, is exhibiting
two sculptural works in the Lions
Gallery of the Senses at Hartford's
Wadsworth
Atheneum
from
October 14 through November 11.
The two-part exhibition, called
Mental Structures, explores man's
perception of his environment
through sensory experience.
Wood's work, which is being
exhibited in a gallery whose
original purpose was to make the
visual arts accessible to the blind,
includes a nriza-like passageway in
which the artist has attempted to
define space by means of light and
sound, as well as a stone-slabbed
path between two parallel bars, one
of which is very hot, the other
extremely cold. Both of these works
invite the participation of the
public, ftnd must be actively
explored by their audience if the
experience
the works make
possible is to be meaningful to the
viewer.
The smaller of the two sculptures is the construction of parallel
steel bars. The audience/participant walks between the bars on
unpolished stone slabs, guiding
himself and exploring the steel
with his fingertips. In the short

pamphlet available at the exhibit,
Wood explains that people react
differently to heat and to cold and
wonders about "what happens
when these extremes are experienced simultaneously," whether
"they cancel each other out or
combine to create a third sensation." The answer to Wood's
question depends on the viewers'
own subjective responses to the
experience the artist has set up for
them.
The second work, and the one
which seems to inspire the most
intense reactions from its audience,
is a twisting passage, which blind
museum volunteer Rosalee Gay
urges sighted people to explore
with their eyes closed. The walls of
the maza-like hall are composed of
pegboard, concrete, and burlap,
but the elements essential to the
spatial experience the artist desires
to convey are a bright light at the
beginning of the passage and a
low-pitched hum that becomes
louder as the participant moves
farther down the hallway. The
result of this unique combination of
sound, light, and the materials
whose various properties cause
different amounts of light and
sound to be admitted to different
parts of the maze, is an unusual
and sometimes confusing percep-

edited by Rachel Mann
MUSIC

tion of the nature of the space
within the passage.
According to Wood, his "concern with these pieces was to
provoke in the individual a series of
novel reactions to every-day experiences." His success can be
measured by the variety of
responses people give to these
works. Some express fear in the
darkest, loudest part of the tunnel,
but the majority of people who visit
the exhibition seem to leave with a
sense of joy at having discovered
something new about their ability
to perceive the environment
through a different kind of sensory
experience.

Liverpool Productions' New England Beatles Convention will be
at the student union center of Southern Ct State College in New
Haven on the weekend of Oct. 26, 27 and 28th. For more
information call Charles F. Rosemay at 865-8131.
The Sounding Board will present Priscilla Herdman, Guy Van
Duser, and Billy Novik on Oct. 27 at 7 and 9:30 PM. Dave Mailet will
perform on Wed., Oct 31 at 7:30 PM. For reservations call 563-3263.
The Trinidad Folk Festival will be presented at the Bushneil
Memorial Hall on Thurs., Oct. 30 at 8PM. The Boston Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Seiji Ozawa, opens Bushnell's Fiftieth
Symphony Series on Wed., Oct. 31 at 8PM. For further information
call Ronna Reynolds at 527-3123.
The Downtown Cabaret Theatre will present Irish singercomposers Tommy Makem and Liam Clancy on Nov. 1 at 7 and 9:30
PM. For ticket reservations call 576-1634.
Pianist David Westfall will be presented in the Concert Series at
the Immanuel Congregational Church on Sun., Nov. 4 at 7:30 PM.
For more information call 527-8121.
Bach's Lunch will present Music for Violins and Harpshichord
with Leone Hershfield, Scott Lessne and James Longenbach Fri.
Nov. 3 at 12:30 in teh Trinity College Chapel. The public is invited to
lunch during the concerts.
Connecticut Public Radio will feature the New York
Philharmonic playing Beethoven and Strauss, conducted by Erich
Leinsdorf, with violinist Pinchas Zuckerman, at 3 PM.

The artist has triumphed in
several ways. First of all, the
exhibit allows sighted people to
gain a new understanding of'the
world of the blind and their
perception of it. Furthermore,
these works give people who are
able to rely heavily on the sense of
sight the rare opportunity to
explore the limits of the relatively
undeveloped tactile and auditory
senses. Finally, Wood's exhibit
reflects an important trend in
contemporary art to disregard
traditional artistic standards and to
incorporate non-visual elements
and involve the viewer himself in
the creative process.

Trinity Presents "La Ronde
cont. from p. 4
years it has appeared on the stages
of several regional and academic
theatres.
As a young man in Vienna,
Schnitzler experienced at first hand
the profligacy of that dissolute
society whose impeccable and
elegant manner was a hypocritical
screen to conceal the intrigue and
corruption that lay beneath it.
Melodious waltzes, lively polkas,
sparkling operettas, baroque art
and the brilliant splendor of a dying
Hapsburg court and empire
combined to create the impression

Arts Calendar

THEATRE
The Long Wharf Theatre presents Lillian Hellman's "Watch on
the Rhine", directed by Arvin Borwn, on Oct. 31, Nov. 7 at 2 PM
and on Suns., Oct. 28 and Nov. 11 at 2PM. LWT will also present
"Jitters", by David French and directed by Bill Glassco on Stas. at
4:15 PM and Suns, at 2:15 PM from Oct. 16-Jan. 13. For more
information call 787-4284.
The Yale Repertory Theatre will present "They Are Dying Out"
on Tues., Oct 23 at 8 pm and Wed., Oct 24 at 8 PM. Call 436-3164.
The Aetna Players will present "Neil Simon's Come Blow Your
Horn", directed by George Dusthoff on Nov. 2, 3, 9 and 10th at 8
PM in the Aetna Life and Casualty Auditorium. For more
information call 273-6234.

U

that Vienna was a vivacious city In this shadowy world of dubious
devoted solely to the pursuit of morality, status counted for
ART
•
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lighthearted pleasure.
nothing; lust alone reigned
As a doctor, Schnitzler per- supreme.
"Japan", by Alan Sodheim and "Minnesota Clearing" and
ceived the men and women of this
"Breakthrough" by Laura Hayes will be shown at Real Art Ways
Creating a group of ten diffabulous city with a steady, clinical, ferent types ranging from the
Gallery on Tues., Oct. 23 at 8:30 PM. Contact Nild Sansone or Anna
penetrating vision. In common Prostitute to the Count, Schnitzler
Marie Piersimoni at 525-0865.
with his illustrious contemporary, devised a series of ten "dialogues"
The University of Hartford, Hartford Art School will present
Sigmund Freud, Schnitzler saw each preceding and following the
Maureen Gallace and Beth Leisman from Oct. 22 to Oct. 26 in the
behind the veneer of civilized sexual act. The result is a sur- v Student Gallery. The Joseloff Gallery features Anni Albers from
behavior an endless dance inspired prisingly modern, witty, cynical
Oct. 3-26. For information call 243-4393.
by the instinctual and irresistable and detached representation of
The Yale University Art Gallery shows "Gavarni's Carnival
basic drives of the human animal. young men and women from all
Lithographs" from Sept. 19-Nov. 18. From Oct. 18-Dec. 2
The sexual drive was the strongest
walks of life. As if they were
and most irrational. In the circular
products of today's "permissive s "Mondrian and Neo-Plasticism In America" is featured.
dance, only the partners changed.
society," the characters move from
they have are shallow and been designed and painted by
one liason to the next in their
distorted. They seem to live only Linda Glass, costumes designed by
endless search for some new kind
for the thrill of the moment.
Martha Banks and lighting by John
of pleasure or novel kind of sen• The production at Trinity Woolley. Sharing the tasks of the
sation. Products of a hedonistic, College is being directed by stage manager are Tracy Sparmer,
amoral view of life, such values as George E. Nichols HI. Sets have 83, and Angela Vorder Bruegge, 80. In the cast are: In the cast are:
Laurie Weltz, 81, the prostitute,
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Kathy Dorsey, 80, Young GenParalegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
tleman,
Ami Rothschild, 81, Young
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
Wife,-Michael Countryman, 80,
without law school.
Husband, Cressida Bainton, 81,
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of .
Young Miss, John Thompson, 81,
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
Poet, Mary Goodman, 83, Actress,
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
and Todd Van Amburgh, 82,
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
Count. Performances are Thursday
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
through Saturday, November 1 - 3
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
& 8 -10 at 8:00 p.m. The matinee is
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
Sunday, November 11 at 2:00 pjn.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
**•••••••••••••**
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since .
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
f

i
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A career in law—
without lawschool.

MAD MURPHY'S

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTL V

ritual

If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

-cf

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30

The

institute
for
Paralegal
Training®

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732-6600

operated by Para-legal, Inc.

Approved by the American Bar Association.

Tuesday, Oct. 23
Two
Wednesday, Oct. 24
Zax
Thursday, Oct. 25
Sailcats
Friday, Oct. 26
league
Saturday, Oct. 27
T32-T.R.
Sunday, Oct. 28 Upside Down

6 Fool T.V. Screen
Food
Served On Premises
LATE H O U R S
22 UNION PLACE ®

CASA
DI
TRAVEL
Welcomes Trinity students
and ail their travel needs.
Check-out our low rates
to Florida
DOMEN1CSCOTECE

(203)527-6600
422 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN. 0<S106
across from D& D Package
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Editorial
Of Course He Shouldn't BePresident Again
Of course he shouldn't be President again, think
about it.
This doesn't mean that he's a nasty man, immoral,
uncouth, stupid, or boring. It simply means that he
shouldn't be President again. He just can't do the job,
and that's too bad. The reasons for his ineffectiveness
become essentially moot points, as they won't be
resolved. If you want to blame Congress for not
cooperating with him, that's okay, but at least
recognize that this is the case, it's not going to change,
and perhaps we had best find someone with whom
Congress will cooperate.
When you reflect on the whole thing, perhaps he
was doomed from the start. He begins to take on the
proportions of a man who happened to show up at the
right time with a campaign strategy which would have
made him a laughing stock during other eras but which
was perfectly suited to the country's momentary mood.
In 1976 everyone was basically sick and tired of the
national government. We had all spent the previous
four years watching a bunch of corrupt clowns who had
passed the bar exam bungle their way right out of
Washington. No one was all that impressed anymore if
somebody opened a speech by rattling off the number
of decades he had been on Capitol Hill. In fact, the
relationship between a man's respect among the
populace and his Washington experience had become
virtually an inverse one.
And Eureka! • Up steps an extremely intelligent,
successful, focal politician from the South, armed with a
group of brilliant, young campaign strategists. They all
recognized that the best way to get to Washington's
institutions was by denying them. The people loved it.

A few stopped to ask whether a man should really be
elected to lead this country's national government
because he had no experience in or exposure to that
government. It seemed a rather twisted logic to these
few. It's too bad that nobody really listened.
So, he was elected because he didn't owe anybody
anything. Swell. But doesn't this also mean that nobody
owed him anything? Oh yeah, God, that's right. He
doesn't really have any idea about how the whole
system works, does he? Guess not. And there's really
no way that the members of Congress can be expected
to love this guy who spent his whole campaign boasting
about the fact that he'd never been one of them, is
there? Don't think so. Sounds like the dude is really up
a creek, doesn't it? Looks that way.
So that's the way it went. And now we have to get
ready to deal with all of the "he's an incumbent so we
have to take him seriously" fall-out. When an
incumbent's record shows what his does, however,
incumbency is hardly a gargantuan asset.
One of the biggest mistakes an electorate can make
is voting sentimentally. In this election we wil see a lot
of sentimental appeals on his behalf. We can
acknowledge that he is a good man, but clearly not the
appropriate recipient of our vote.
Perhaps what we really need is an experienced,
established, well-known, progressive man who already
has a good deal of power in Congress and who might
better establish a productive working relationship with
the other branches of the government. Perhaps, since
he is currently active in Washington, he could unify the
presently diverging policy currents there. If only we
could find a man who fit this description...

Letters to theEditor
letter replying to the Kamana
Wana Laya protestors, I decided to
once again try and present our side
To the Editor,
After being denied a chance to of the story. I must confess to being
express Psi U's point of view when more than a little hot when 1
the Tripod mysteriously lost rny scanned the letters last week and

Psi U's Response
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realized that, rather than achieving
some possible measure of vindication, we had only been targeted for
more abuse. Last week was clearly
the time for our reply, but rather
than idly absorb more punishment
from zealous protestors and Tripod
columnists, I felt that an Open
Period response would be better
than no response at all.
In my previous letter, I stated
that my attitude toward the protestors and their crusade against
sexism had been changed by the
outburst of popular indignation
which greeted the Kamana Wana
Laya party. While at first I
shrugged the protest off as being
unimportant, it did become obvious
to me that many people (mostly
women, but not all) genuinely
abhorred
the
terminology
employed by Psi U (and by Crow)
as sexist. However, a more disturbing trend which seemed to evolve
after the Kamana Wana Laya
weekend was the growing linkage
which the protestors forged bej^ween the names of parties at
'Trinity and the overall "sexism"
inherent in civilations everywhere.
Although the intentions of the
protestors of sexism are not
completely self-serving, and may
even be thought noble in some
quarters, I believe that the furor
raised over tlie names of two
parties has been blown drastically
out of proportion. In fact, after
attending part of the forum on
sexism, I even go so far as to
charge some of the protestors with
grandstanding on the specific
Kamaria Wana Laya issue to elicit
suppori for the women's movement. While we at Psi U are duly
respectful of ;iny group's right to

peaceably demonstrate, we cannot
actively' condone such violent
assaults on our collective character
as have been offered in writing and
at the forum, for a "crime" that
has been grossly overrated.
1 won't insult the intelligence^of
those who disagreed with our signs
by naively asserting that "we were
just trying to have a little fun". But
neither can I in good conscience
stand by idly and watch Psi U be
denigrated, either in a serious vein
(as the letters were) or in a foolish
and trite way (as Mr, Grevstad's
column was), for an action that was
in no way as premeditatively sexist
as has been suggested.
When a dispute over the name
of a party can lead to direct
contemplation of the abolition of
fraternities (a scenerio that took
place at the forum), I feel that the
situation has gotten out of hand. To
those whom we have seriously
offended by our choice of a name, 1
sincerely apologize for all of Psi U.
To those protestors who are using
this affair merely as a crude vehicle
to promote the women's movement, and to criticize a group with
which they have virtually no direct
contact, I offer neither sympathy
nor respect. Sincerely,
William Bullard -1980
Beta Beta Chapter of Psi Upsilon

'Tripod Stinks
Dear Sirs,
1 am almost certain that this
letter will never grace the Tripod's
editorial column, yet despite my
pessimism, I am still compelled to
write. Trinity's "sexual outlook" is
not fhv only campus viewpoint
hampered "o\ a "sWf-di'sinii.-ii\v
holding pattern." Whai almui the

Tripod's
conceptualization
Trinity fraternities?
ll is not necessary to recapture
the tenor of past Tripod issues
regarding the worth of fraternities.
The October 16 issue will fortunately suffice. Let us first examine the
article regarding Alpha Delta Phi's
back taxes. Unquestionably the
Trinity community is entitled to
know what our financial situation is
regarding the payment of taxes.
Two factors make this a matter of
public record: the Courant published a list of delinquent tax
payers, and secondly, tax records
are on file in every town clerk s
office. If this tax issue has
sufficiently interested you, I *'"
gladly meet you at city hall n>
Hartford and show you how to do a
title search on a respective piece of
property. Just think, then ye"
would enjoy the privilege f
actually examining the gory facts in
the land recordsl However, what 1
find offensive is the nature of the
Tripod's interest concerning this
issue - an interest which, in Wi
humble opinion, reeks of morbid
curiosity. Maybe those moron*
infesting 122 Vcrnon Street are
finally going down the tubes.While 1 hate to destroy )'°ur
lingering hopes for such an occurrence, I do suggest that you
discontinue to hold your breath.
Let me now turn my attention i«
dear Mr. Grcvstad. We all kno»
that the process of genuine se
appraisal is a difficult task'at best.
Yet Mr. Grevstad's invaluabl
assktjiu-e has made this proccs
much lev, painful. I have derive
j w a i omifort ami security m u
ri-ali/ati.m that I am a membet
oout. on p. ^
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Commentary
The Evils of the Apartheid System
by Kwaku Sintim-Mlsa
In the early sixties, the first
president of Ghana, Dr. Kwame
Nkrumah, had the honourous
responsibility to declare at his first
appearance at the United Nations
that,
"We have all gathered here in
our universal quest for peace. But
may I warn you fellow Presidents,
that so long as a foot of African soil
remains under foreign domination,
the world shall know no peace!"
Being the first appearance of an
African leader, this was a new and
strange experience for the gathering, but I shall dare to assert
equally in this essay, that until the
last vestiges of imperialism and
exploitation have been eradicated
from the continent, the world shall
know no peace!
I have observed with keen
interest the current talk on divestiture in Southern Africa. I am
adding my .voice to it not because I
am an African. That is not relevant.
I am viewing the whole issue in the
context of humanity, and I am
writing on humanitarian and not
racial grounds! I do not wish to go
deep into the roots of apartheid.
The thought of this essay is intent

upon focusing within your seach- sound a caution on the very serious
light the evils of the system. Did repercussions it will have on the
you know that the laws of apartheid people whose interests we are
gives legality to obnoxious supposed to be defending!
practices such as:
Did you know that there are
1) Arrests and detention of
over 15 million Africans in South
African nationalists without trial?
Africa? And do you know the
2) Breaking into houses and
percentage of the population that is
searching without warrants?
educated? Less than three percent!
3) Merciless torture of deHave you ever thought about the
tained nationalists?
fate of this bulk of innocent people
4) Permission needed by (innocent victims of blind justice) if
blacks to travel from one vacinity to there should be a total pullout of
the other?
foreign investors! I do not think I
These are to mention just a need to go into that. It is quite
few. There are hundreds of such obvious!
oppressive laws! What is the
Should apartheid thrive, on the
resujt? The result is total degradation of humanity, a conscious other hand? Is it justified because
attempt to degenerate man into the bulk of the uneducated people
are going to live in worse condibeast of burden!
tions in case of a withdrawal?
WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
This is a very complex and Certainly not. What is therefore to
delicate issue that should be be done?
tackled with ultimate care! Some
1) A new programme of
have suggested that all foreign development, development in
investors should pull out! I appre- terms of its qualitative and quanticiate this radical feeling. There is a tative aspects. A programme of
tendency to adopt such an extrem- development in terms of social,
ist stand on the issue, especially economic, and political. A prowhen you go deeper into the evils gramme of development which
of the system! Yet while I shall have its vanguard integrating
appreciate this stand, I also want to on the broad masses of the people

For an explanation of this photograph's implications, see the
editorial on the facing page.
pholQ by R

Michae| Hal|

Letters
cont. from p. 6
"All Creatures Great and Small."
Personally, Eric, I rate the combination of your intelligence and
maturity a tenuous one "On a Scale
. of 1 to 10."
Lastly, I believe it is unfortunate that the Tripod did not bother
to take the initiative to offer some
positive remark concerning A.D.'s
attempt to aid to tornado victims of
Connecticut. Don't mistake my
motivation -1 don't thirst for a pat
on our collective back, yet why not
mention a morsel of good along
with the plethora of damnable
traits we possess? Oh yes, one
more quick and trivial remark
before I close my comments. It is
equally unfortunate that the editor
of the Tripod did not deem the
tornado victims worthy of his
sacred dollar. He was found trying
to sneak into the party through a

that, you may ask, do you read them in
the first place? Well, it may be
because I like to get a good over-all
Sincerely, •
sampling of what each week's
Christopher Storm '80 Tripod offers.

back door,
Peter!!"

"Think

of

ed: The Tripod regrets that the
writer feels it necessary to resort to
personal attacks and twisted truths
in venting his anger; however, we
acknowledge Mr. Storm's right to
have published and take full credit
for these attacks and distortions.

I do not mean to suggest that
Mr. Granfield be censored by the
Tripod editors, but if he wants to
tell his tales, he should either write
a book and get it published by the
Trinity Press, or offer to write for
the Tripod an account (a la that of
the veterans of the Himalayan
jaunt last Spring) in article form. I
wish Jeff good luck in his future
episodes, but wish he would get out
of the "Letter's" section, because
Dear Sir,
that is not where one should write
. Who Is Jeff Granfield, and why letters to one's friends concerning
is he continuously writing the one's year off.
Tripod accounts of his bravery in
the wilderness of the western
sincerely,
United States? For the past weeks I
have been titillated, if not to say
Peter C. Wilson '80
bored, by these letters. Why, then,

Jeff's Purpose?

and not the white population system, a beginning of a new era in
alone.
the history of humanity.
2) Initiate steps which shall
If, however, they neglect these,
guarantee the fundamental human
rights of the blacks, and which and continue in their inhuman
shall recognize the blacks as a part practices, then I can guarantee that
in the near future, the blacks will
of the human race.
rise and say, "We prefer self3) A new declaration of prin- government in danger to servitude
ciples which shall establish the in tranquility." Believe me, there
basis of a new structure, a shall be a bloodbath which will
structure that shall promote the involve the whole world!
respect and dignity of the blacks!
I shall end this- by quoting
4) A gradual transference of myself. In the preface to a book I
power from the colonialists to the am attempting on "The Legacies of
rightful people of the land.
the Colonial Heritage," I menA LOOK INTO THE FUTURE!
tioned that:
"Africans are slow to kick, but
If the apartheid government
and all foreign investors would when they do, they kick really
agree on the aforementioned points hard!"
and adhere to it as the basis of a
A word to the wise is enough!
new policy, then this should mark Down with Apartheid!
the end of a century of an evil
The struggle continues!

Over the Transom

The Answer Man
by Eric Grevstad
sponsor's product great. The
"Holy
disenchantment, Answer Man is the greatest of
Batman," as the Boy Wonder them all.
might have said. We're not in the
He has broad shoulders and a
60's anymore.
square face, and usually wears a
There were heroes in the 60's. belted raincoat, but he wears
Batman and Matt Dillon were on wire-rimmed glasses to offset that.
television, and there were also He appears in your screen like the
heroes in real life, big people doing chairman of the board or an FBI
big things. People our age, as agent, standing in someone's
someone tells us every other week, driveway or kitchen or by the side
were involved and cared about of the road, and narrating over his
issues; today, we have embarras- shoulder while people suffer .varising silences at forums on sexism ous calamities behind him.
and a Conn PIRG table in the lobby
"His car just swerved off the
twice a week. (The anti-nuclear
power movement, with a kind of cliff! Would you know what to
obscene, childish pride, has taken do?" "This woman's baby just
to calling itself "the Vietnam swallowed plutonium! Good thing
protest of the 80's." It is to be she had the emergency number
hoped that the no-nuke movement posted by the phone." In my
favorite, he stands on a darkened
will never have a Kent State.)
front lawn while a man steals the
Also, when I say that there were family car, intent not on stopping
heroes then, I don't mean to the thief but on showing how we
confuse that with the moronic cry cart prevent it happening to us. The
for "leaders" of today. When answers, he reveals, are in a little
middle-aged ladies whine in Time book, available free from particimagazine's letters column "Oh, for pating retailers, or stuck in the
a buoyant, confident leader who middle of your favorite magazine.
can make us feel invincible!", they
The fact is, of course, that The
are not asking for a Robert
Kennedy or a Martin'Luther King Answer Man is a shill for one of the
to lead them in the fight for an oil companies-for Shell, to be
ideal. They are asking for a John exact-and, as he leaves us his
Connally or a Ronald Reagan to tell household hints and drives off,
them we can still use Teddy saying "Come to Shell for ansers,"
Roosevelt's foreign policy, and that the message is that we are
they can drive their Cadillacs all supposed to come to Shell for
they want. They are asking for answers on more serious questions,
such as the nature of the oil
someone to lie to them.
People don't want to think for shortage or the reports that Shell
themselves. People want answers, cut down its production of heating
and a toll-free consumer hotline oil in order to make more profitable
isn't going to satisfy them. They jet fuel. (As The Answer Man
want someone who's always there, would probably say, so we can fly
and always has the solutions, to Miami when our houses get too
preferably in a little yellow cold to five in).
pamphlet he carries around with
him. They want The Answer Man.
Batman and Matt Dillon are
gone, but there are still rugged,
fearless individuals on television,
and most of them are in commercials. They are growing scarce-you
turn on most commercials these
days, and you get Cathy Rigby
debasing herself in front of 80
million people-but they are still
around; walking through giant
factories or in the foreground at a
drilling rig, telling you how the
men and women behind them
represent the kind of free'v enterprise that made America and the

This is not as obnoxious as the
other oil company ads that show
how profits haven't increased since
1967, or the direct-mail campaigns
that urge us to stop abortion and
stock up on handguns. But it is
interesting to think that, in these
days of the "apathetic" 70's, what
people read on op-ed pages are not
editorials but advocacy advertisements, written to present the
special interests of corporations,
and, always, presented as educational advertising "in the public
interest."
After all, if-you can't trust The
Answer Man, whom can you trust?
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Hartford
'At Home in Hartford' Tours Neighborhoods
were. Although tour coordinator the building he sold it. "I saw (the
by Alex Price
Amy Robinson told me that this building) as an investment," he
"I love it, I like to talk to
year's tour presented less expen- said, "(The new owner) doesn't
people, 1 just love it," said Sharon
sive homes than previous tours care about that, she's loaded."
Kolpa as At Home in Hartford tour
The remaining stops took us to
had, none of the places we saw
participants perused her onewere cheap. Ms. Kolpa's one less expensive renovations. One
bedroom apartment in the Hotel
bedroom apartment cost her two-family house on Retreat Ave.
Capitol on Main St.
between $325 and $400. A two had been purchased for only
Ms. Kolpa was one of ten
bedroom apartment in the same $18,000. We visited a Frog Hollow
homeowners
and apartment
"triple-decker," unlike any three
building went for $430 a month.
renters who opened their doors to
The second stop on the tour was family 1 had ever seen. It featured
the public last Saturday and
an exceptionally beautiful Second original, and unusually ornate
Sunday for the 5th Annual At
Empire mansion on Fairfield woodwork, and it rented for $400 a
Home in Hartford tour sponsored
Avenue, the original home of month. Back at the bus the mostly
by the Hartford Architecture Conindustrialist George Fairfield, for middle-aged tourers agreed that
servancey (HAC) and the Connectiwhom the avenue is named. The this was the most attractive place
cut Housing Investment Fund
building is still under rehabilita- we had seen.
(CHIF). Tours of both the "East
tion, but its most remarkable
In "Little Hollywood", so
Side" and the "West Side" of
features, its ornate walnut woodnamed because many insurance
Hartford were offered, each taking
work, high ceilinged rooms and . company secretaries used to live
about three hours apiece.
marble
fireplaces
were not there, we saw another small,
I took the "East Side" tour obscured.
outwardly unremarkable house
which ranged through a number of
which through considerable hard
The driver of our bus informed
South End neighborhoods and even
work, and expense had been made
into the West End. Our chartered us that he himself had owned the
very elegant.
city bus was full, and according to building twelve years ago, when it
homeowners who received visitors was a low-rent apartment house.
Ms. Robinson, coordinator of
all day long, almost all the buses When minority tenants moved into
the tour, and its only paid

organizer, said that the initial idea
of the tour was to lure the middle
and upper class that had fled
Hartford back to the city. Five
years ago the city suffered from a
negative image; HAC and CHIF
felt that by showing beautiful and
relatively inexpensive housing,
they could convince people to
invest in the city.

of the city and its neighborhoods,
The idea of the city as a repository
of the past has appeal to suburbanites whose parents lived in
Hartford.

Although approximately 3,600
people paid !6 apiece to take the
tour, the sponsors will make only a
minimal profit. The tour does serve
as invaluable advertising for both
sponsors, however. It naturally
Robinson said that as the
excites interest in the city's archi"back-to-the-city movement" has
tecture, and thus in HAC, which
gained momentum in the last few
depends on membership fees for its
years, the focus of the tour has
funds. Likewise CHIF, a real estate
changed. At first the tour was
counseling service is an obvious
directed primarily at middle and
potential benefactor of the tour.
upper income surbanites who could
afford to invest in expensive
Ms. Robinson noted that over
rennovations. This kind of largescale rennovation has in fact been 200 volunteers helped run the tour,
Likewise various city-based corpooccurring in Hartford.
This year's tour wanted to rations donald printing and design
demonstrate that there were also services. Ms. Robinson siad that
space for the less wealthy. Also, in she began preparations for the tour
accordance with the burgeoning in February of this year and has 1
neighborhood movement, there has been working full-lime for the Is
been more emphasis on the history four months.

Cityview

Energy Problems Severe, Linked to Housing
which has almost doubled since last
winter. The rapid increase means
that many of the city's poor, its
elderly and welfare recipients will
have trouble paying heat bills this
winter.

60% or more of their incomes on Connecticut needs some $21 Peach, 'The energy crisis has
million, in crisis intervention funds, become a housing crisis."
heat.
For that reason, Councilman
Hartford's energy problems but expects its own funds, comThe last few days have been
offer a beautiful illustration of the bined with federal money to equal Sid Gardner has introduced a
sunny and mild here in Hartford;
connections between federal, state only $15 million. The legislators' resolution to put a moratorium on
it's hard to'believe that winter is
and local government. The city main task at the special session will condominium conversion until
nearly upon us. But the cold snap
two weeks ago brought snow back
According to a..Greater Hart- expects to receive some three to be to find the additional $6 million. May of next year, His resolution
like an uninvited guest, and with it ford Process study published this four million this year in federal and Gov.. Grasso has said that this goes' bsyprtd ,,JUjjU4Jj4ifi»Jl££; state funds, but much of those money will be appropriated without proposed by the "city »3
indications that the heating summer,
average
monthly
problems of last winter are going to residential fuel bills will be up 36% funds depend on state legislation, tax increases. The stale legislature ministration, which would require
which so far has not been enacted. will also consider a bond issue to converters to obtain a specwl
be much worse, this year.
this year. The elderly are expected
Last year's funds did not arrive provide low interest loans to permit before construction. I lie
While last winter's concern was to have to pay anywhere from 58 to
until February.
independent oil dealers who have permit would not be granted unless
supply, this winter, the problem 95 % of their income on fuel. Over
As far back as August, the city been hurt by oil companies who the landlord could show that all
will be the infamous price of oil, half of Hartford's renters will spend
was calling for a special early demand cash on delivery.
displaced tenanls had been
meeting of the legislature, but the
Meanwhile in Washington, the relocated or that he had waited 18
state,dragged its feet. Then, as the $400 million set aside for fuel months.
weather turned cold, Ella Grasso assistance has not completed its
Both Gardner's and the city's
called for a special session of the journey through the legislature. proposals have come under fire
5
legislature to convene Oct. 31.
Congress is expected tp approve from local developers and realtor
The state faces its own the spending, but no one knows who feel that the new rules woulc
problems, It has estimated that when. Carter has also proposed 1.2 stifle further city development
1
billion in emergency oil subsidies, They warn that investors woulc
1
but this money is attached to the take their money elsewhere: "We !!
windfall profit tax on oil companies go build in Bloomfield and East
Hartford, and Manchester." said
which may not pass.
In Hartford, officials expect to one developer.
The condominium problem
be $2 million short in crisis money.
They are currently scrambling to dramatizes the city's dilemmu as
find the money and to come up the upper-middle classes begin to
with contingency plans when move back into the city. On the one
417 New Britain A vs., Hartford
Hartford's housing starts to be hand, the "back to the city
( C o m * of HIJteM* Aw.)
movement" brings needed tax
abandoned during the winter.
Cton
The city's landlords, p a r - money, development and vitality '.o
ticularly those with buildings of 12 the city, and on the other, it
units or more, will have dif- created horrendous problems.
At issue is how the city will
ficulty paying the increased oil bill.
Many of Hartford's large apart- accommodate its poor. Will they
ALWAYS ON HAND
ment buildings are occupied by be pushed out of neighborhoods as
welfare recipients or others on they become more affluent? The
All t h e r o m a n c e , all t h e
fixed incomes. Landlords already city is trying to force developers to
inspiration, all the unforgethave difficulty meeting the ex-take some responsibility for the
t a b l e a t m o s p h e r e of t h e
penses of these buildings, and since problems of displacement, but u
g r e a t trilogy Lord of the
their tenants cannot afford it, they the burden, becomes too onerous,
Rings comes alive through
the developers can walk away from
cannot raise the rents.
t h e vision of artist J o a n
it and leave the city stranded.
As
a
result,many
of
Hartford's
Wyatt. And with an introlandlords, unable to meet exduction and commentaries
Howard Nannen. who pioneered
penses, may simply abandon their
on4he art by Jessica Yates,
much of the development in
buildings this winter. Alternatively,
S e c r e t a r y t o t h e Tolkien
Hartford recently agreed to conthey may convert their buildings
Society of Great Britain.
struct a unit of low-moderate
417 New Britain Aw«., Hartford
into more expensive conThirty original paintings,
(CaflMr at HWaUa Am.)
housing for every luxury apartment
dominiums. Condominiums would
all in breathtaking full color,
he builds. But such deals are rare.
attract a wealthier group who
await to delight and invite
Lower income housing is not an
could afford to pay their own heat.
you to Middle Earth.
attractive business proposition,
In the last two years, the Frequently developers must obtain
A MIDDLE EARTH
demand for condominiums has federal or state guaranteed rents to
ALBUM
risen astoundingly. There are also make the project profitable.
Paintings by Joan Wyatt
tax incentives for doing so. The
inspired by Tolkien's
problem is that the poor must find
Lord of the Rings
another place to-live, and right
This winter will be a crucial time
now,
there
is
a
severe
moderatenot
only for the denouement of the
$7.95 paper: $14.95 cloth
low income housing crisis. In the city's energy problems, but also for
words of City Manager Donald the direction of its housing policy.
Simon and Schuster "
by Alex Price

Behold
the grandeur of the Great Hall,
Pursue
the Ores with the Riders of Rohan,
Bid farewell
to Sam and Frodo..

249-6833

Wine
Merchants

249-6833
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BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Women's JV Tennis

Hoop Managers Wanted

On Writing Too Much

The autumn has not been kind to the
Women's JV Tennis Team. They are now 0-3, but
they play hard and long, giving their best in some
close and exciting matches. TheJV features Barb
Sherman and Cathy Schwartz as the singles
stars, with Ellen Tattenbaum, Jean Walshe, Beth
Pruett. and Ellin Carpenter seeing action, among
others.

Anyone interested in managing either Varsity
or Junior Varsity Men's Basketball should
contact Dennis Wolff, 527-3151, Ext. 430, or
come by Ferris Athletic Center.

Tripod Sports extends its sincerest apologies
to those who think Nick Noble wrote too much
this week. He did, but it was only because Nancy
wasn't here on Sunday to write the other half.
Next week the shoe will be on the other foot; Nick
will be away on Sunday, and you'll have to read a
dozen articles written by Nancy. Then by the
timeyou're all sick of them both individually, all
will be right again in the world and they will be
sharing the workload the following issue. "Think
of thai, Eric."

Next Week In TRIPOD Sports
Next week with see fuller details on The Head
Of The Charles Regatta (hopefully with photos),
on the Marathons run in by Trinity athletes, on
several home games, on Field Hockey at the
Northeasterns, and other such excitement.

Trinity Marathoners
Trinity's Lanier Drew '80, Professor Dick Lee,
and Dean Jack Waggett all ran in the New York
Marathon this Sunday. The results, with
accounts of their exploits, will be featured in next
week's Tripod.

Townley To Run At Newport
Trinity's Lonnie Townley will run in the
Newport Marathon next weekend. Townley, a
senior, has been preparing and running in
Marathons for quite some time now

Schlein At N.E.s
Trinity's Kathy Schlein ran in the New
Englands this weekend. Details will follow next
issue.

Koeppel Sets Record As Women's Soccer Ends At 2-4
by Roberta Scherr
The Women's Soccer Team
finished their season this week by
facing two of New England's
toughest squads, Brown and
UConn. They split for the week,
beating Brown on Tuesday and
falling to the strong Huskies of
UConn on Thursday to complete
the six game season.
^
The Bantam squad was sharp as
they took the field on Tuesday
against the Bruins. It was the first
game of the entire season that was
played in sunshine. The offense
came on strong in the early minutes
and dominated the play. The

Sarah Koeppel

forward line showed unusual performance of Jane Dwight at
strength with thirteen shots, many fullback. Dwight was the lone
of which were real scoring threats. senior on the squad this season and
The links provided great supports from her position as co-captain
by keeping the ball in the Bantam provided strong leadership for the
young team.
half.
Trinity could not hold up
Pam Wilton had a great game,
scoring the first Trinity goal against the continuous pummeling
unassisted on a corner kick. She of UConn's offense. They pounded
had three other shots on goal and the goal with thirty-five shots. Four
generally spurred on the offense. and one half minutes into the
The second goal was recorded by second half the Huskies slipped
freshman wing Anita Yerenian who through the Trinity defense to get
shot it past the Bruin goalie from the first goal of the game. Eight
minutes later they came through
inside the six-yard line.
Trinity's defense kept Brown again for a goal. Trinity's defense
scoreless throughout the game with was unable to keep up with the
outstanding performances by ninth rated New England team's
senior co-captain Jane Dwight and offense.
The third goal was scored on a
sweeper-fullback Polly Lavery.
Goalie Sarah Koeppel also had an penalty kick with fourteen minutes
excellent game with 10 saves and remaining. Every offensive effort
made by the Bantams was stifled by
many great punts.
Tuesday's game was won by UConn's defense. The final goal
consistent effort of the entire was scored with only six seconds'
Trinity team. They showed vastly remaining to end the- game with a 4improved communication and 0 score. Goalie Sarah Koeppel
cooperation in the well played win. came up with twenty-two saves, a
The second half of the Booters Trinity record, while Trinity's
week was not as successful as the " offense managed eight shots.
These two games bring
first. They held UConn's Huskies
to a 0-0 tie at the end of the first Trinity^ season record to two wins
half. This was achieved through the against four losses. Both these efforts of the entire Bantam wins, against Bates and Brown
defense, highlighted by the final were shutouts. Goalie Koeppel

There ate easier ways
to pay for college.
through college. And if you need a set of
Conducting telethons, waiting tables or
wheels to get youaround campus, check out
parking cars may not be the only ways to
the sporty Fords for the 80's.
help you pay for college. There may be a
RmlPs continuing series
scholarship or grant available that you've
overlooked/Or it may be as simple ascutting
back on expenses. Read the next issue of
Insider and find out.
Ford hopes this next issue of Insider Will
FORD DIVISION
give you a "better idea" for paying your way

FORD

Minnie Mahoney pursuing the ball for Trinity.
saved more than 80% of the shots
sent her way.
Coach Karen Erlandson and
the entire squad are optimistic

about next year's season. The
talent is here, success is only a
matter of time, dedication and
effort.

Ducks Crush Westfield;
Second In State Champs
by Mike Hlnton
Trinity Waterpolo, preparing quarter, though, Yale come out
for the New Englands, were 2-1 this firing and ended up winning the
week, raising their record to 13-2. game easily.
Trinity's next game was against
After crushing Westfield State at
home last Wednesday 16-8, they UConn. The Ducks had only just
travelled to Yale to .compete in the beaten UConn in their first
Conn. State Championships where meeting. But this time things were
they beat UConn but lost to a different. The first period was all
Trinity. Katzman and Hinton each
powerful Yale Team,
•
scored
two, while the Ducks
Against Westfield State the
Ducks looked awesome. The game defense led by Co-Capt. Ted
was over,in the first half. Mike Murphy, and Franck Wobst held
Hinton, Trinity's leading scorer, UConn to one goal. From then on
destined to be Trinity's all time, - the game was never in doubt.
With the total annihilation of
career scoring leader, netted six
UConn,
Trinity again asserted
goals, while Kyle Parrow and Len
Adam each had two. Lenny has itself as one of the top contenders
become Trinity's most improved for the New „England Champlayer. The ex-space cadet has pionships. One of the key elements
settled down to earth and tripled of Trinity's success late in this
his offensive output in the last four season has been and will continue
games. John Chandler added one to be, the play of their bench. Mike
goal to make the score 11-5 at the Merin, Dave Pike, Kyle Parrow,
half. The Ducks defense continued and J. C. Chandler form without a
to be excellent as they completely doubt the best bench of any Div. II
shut down any real threat Westfield team in New England. Each could
start on any other team. By coming
could muster.
At the-State Championships at off the bench, they give the Ducks
Yale the Ducks again played very that extra strength that really
well. It was kind of unfortunate makes a good team better.
The Ducks have only one more
that they had to play. Yale first,
since Yale was the eventual winner regular season game, today, at Iona
of the tournament. For three College in New York. Then, on
periods the Ducks were right in the November 2 and 3, Trinity will play
game. Lincoln Collins played in the Division II New Englands,"
superbly in the goal, blocking shot the culmination of their- season.
after shot. While the offense again Three years ago they finished third,
rolled. Hinton scored three, while last year they were second. Maybe
Rich Katzman, Ted Murphy, and this year will be the Year of the
.Adam, each had one. In the fourth . D u c k ! . . . . . . . , . , . , . . , . , - : . • • • •••:••.•• - . • " • •
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Coach John Kelly: Glass Of 1934

by Nick Noble
In the fall he can be found on
the soccer field, peering through
his glasses out from under the bill
of his Trinity cap, watching his
young charges dashing up and
down the field.
In the spring it is a little warmer, and he stands to the first base
side of home plate, fungoing balls
to his freshman fielders.
John Kelly graduated from
Trinity in the spring of 1934. He
had played Varsity Football,
Basketball, and Baseball, gaining a
reputation as a strong, skillfull
athlete. He entered Trinity in his
sophomore j e a r , having tran-

sferred from Holy Cross. He had over .300, and once he tied the old
been a local boy, a product of college record of thirteen stolen
Hartford High and Kingswood bases in a season (since shattered
by the fleet feet of Alec Waugh
School.
Eligibility rules forbade him to '78). Kelly still holds the record for
play intercollegiate athletics for six the highest fielding average by a
months after transferring. So he shortstop in a single campaign:
missed his first Football season, .980.
Upon graduating he worked in
and joined up with the Varsity
hoop squad. Over the two seasons Hartford, while keeping his hand in
of his junior and senior years the coaching. For a while he helped
team lost but three games. MMy out in Football at his old alma
senior year we only lost one game," mater, Kingswood. In the late
Kelly la,ughs. "It was against thirties he got a job teaching
Wesleyan, and I was so sick I didn't English at Talcot Junior High and
play."
coaching Soccer, Basketball, and
For three springs he labored as Baseball (there was no Football at
a Varsity infielder. Twice he hit that level). Then the war came, and

Rugby Remains Unbeaten
by Nick Noble
The Trinity College iiugby
Club, responding well to the
favorable publicity from the
Hartford Courant, travelled to
Providence College this weekend .
and edged out their hosts 11-6 in an
exciting contest.
Providence scored first, a try in
the early minutes of the contest.
Their extra kick was goyd lor two,
and they led the Bantam ruggers fa0. Things stilled looked bleak for
Trinity when they thought they
scored a try in the first half, only to
have it called back because the
Bantams had entered.intd the deadball zone Wue to a poorly marked

field. Then Dan Jacobs booted a
forty-five yardder to brin Trin
within three, 6-3.
Trinity came together in the
second half and fought back hard.
Led by Captain Dave Johnson and
highlighted by the excellent play of
Rusty Nisbet, it was a total team
effort,
Andy Boyland scored a try for
Trinity from his prop position,
when the ball shook loose from a
rolling scrum and he fell on it to
score. Trin missed the kick, and led
by a slim 7-6 margin.
A long run from Jon Olear
highlighted the next scoring drive.
He passed the ball to Rich Leroux,

who capped an outstanding afternoon by scoring, kick ho good,
to put the § Blue and Gold
gladiators up 11-6.
With less than a minute left,
Providence moved the ball down to
Trinity's one-foot line, but an
incredible goal-line stand, featuring
a crucial tackle by Trinity's Grand
CM Man, Tom Miller, held tough,
giving Trinity-the win.
In Ten days the Trinity- Rugby
Club travels/to Tufts to participate
in an invitational tournament
there. They take an undefeated 24)1 record, and confidence, into that
tourney. It will be their final fall
rugby encounter.

Sports Scene From The Summit
by Nick Noble
There is a Waterpolo program at Trinity College: a full-fledged program with a tradition of
excellence, a devoted group of Alumni, a system successful (so far) in self-perpetuation, and a
reputation among other College's Waterpolo program's of being a worthy - even dangerous opponent.'
'
Sure they are hurting for funds, and they coach themselves, and they make up their own schedule
but this is nothing new to intercollegiate athletics. In fact it hearkens back to the early days of any
major sport on the collegiate'scene, The Footbatl tearK •went twenty-five years before they hired a
full-time Coach, arid the Baseball team went forty years at Trinity before they even considered the
move. And they still waited another couple of decades before they let any administrative authority
take the scheduling out of the hands of the players. These sports rated a Varsity status long before
there was any such thing as a professional coaching staff or acollege athletic department.
Waterpolo has survived and prospered while living the most ancient of Trinity traditions, and for •
this, they should be praised, and of this they should be proud. Despite its non-Varsity status, Trinity
Waterpolo has produced one member of the AAU All-America Squad and several Division II All N.E.
and All-East selections.
^
•
,
Waterpolo lost some important players after last Fall's tremendously successful campaign. This
fell was Waterpolo's true, test: was it a real, viable Trinity program, or sitrrply a flash-in-the-pan club
with stars.
,
. . . • • , ' .
,
Waterpolo met and passed its challenge with flying colors. The team, behind Mike Hinton, Rich
Katzman and Ted Murphy, in what many thought would.be "building year' (a euphemism for failure
only Varsity programs can afford to indulge in) is 13-2.
"The program has come a long way", says Hinton. "When I was a freshman we had only eight
players. Now we have seventeen1. Then we had no money, only a Basketball concession. Today we get
some funding from the Athletic Department." The Ducks still handle their own coaching, and it has
worked out well, as they have a winning record against some tough opponents. And the team'feels
they have the respect of the athletic community at Trinity.
"I'm very pleased with how things have worked out with the Athletic Department," acknowledges
Hinton. "They've been very helpful and supportive."
Trinity has a Waterpolo program that has earned its respect. It's here to stay.
This next piece may seem out of place in a Sports Column, but I don't think so. It seems a popular
spoftthis week in the Tripod letters section is to spit on Eric Grevstad. So I take ths moment to run a
little interference for my colleague, to throw a few blocks for him, and see if I can't score one or two for
his side.

• • ' , • . '

•

In my opinion Eric Grevstad is thefinest writer to grace these pages in the past four years. Those
who criticize him seem to be unable to see beyond his subject matter-in many cases quite harmless,
and in all'events perfectly admissable positions to take-to recognize the craftsman that he is. He is one
of the few people on this campus who can write a simple, declarative sentence so that it sings. As a
matter of fact, he's one of the few people on this campus, who can write a simple, declarative sentence,1
in tune or not.
•
.
He is a proponent of a school of writing that may be, as its master once remarked, a dying art.
"Humor meant to be read," S.J. Perelman once noted grimly, "is shrinking and passing out of
existence." Less than a week ago S.J. Perelman, the man who "elevated the pun to the level of art",
passed out of existence. Eric Grevsfad continues to evoke the Perelman tradition, waxing both comic
and profound with clever wit and neat turn of phrase.
Grevstad can be serious (see the Transom article in this issue), and his barbs are not always
harmless. But a good Writer cannot blunt the edge of his pen because he is afraid he might offend
sqmeome. He must use his skill, his talent, as he truly feels he must. If it is to confront issues, criticize
attitudes, or comment on situations, more power to him. And God bless the writer who can do it with a
smile.
Some people objected to the title of a treatment on Fraternities being "All Creatures Great and
Small'. Why? I may disagree with it as a sweeping generalization, but in point of fact what he is saying
is that Fraternities contain both elements of greatness and elements of pettiness - a legitimately
defendable argument.
It would seem that those people who are upset over this particular turn of phrase would be the first
to be confident that they represent that element of greatness Mr. Grevstad honestly acknowledges as
extant. They are, however, reacting as if they were the "small".
It troubles me that people consider Mr. Grevstad's humor childish, because they haven't got the
intelligence to recognize the art behind it. Maybe its difficult - as Robert Taylor in his appreciation of
. Perleman in last Thursday's Globe remarked because we still haven't got over our "firmest prejudice that any writing that makes you laugh doesn't have to be taken seriously."
Words and ideas are what writing is all about, and Eric Grevstad knows more of the former and has
more of ihc latter than any ten of his critics.
*

.-

in 1943 Kelly joined the FBI.
For thirty-three years John
Kelly was a Special Agent for the
FBI. During the war years he was
involved primarily with national
security. "Afterwards," he noted,
"it was about seventy-five percent
security work, and twenty-five
percent criminal. It was interesting,
very interesting. I liked it. If I
hadn't, I wouldn't have stayed on
for all those years."
Soon after he retired (in 1976)
Robie Shults of Trinity's Athletic
Department called him with a
proposition. Shults had been JV
Soccer coach for several years, and
now was taking over the Varsity,
with Soccer mentor Roy Dath
going on his sabbatical. He wanted
Kelly to take over the JV squad.
"All the guys who are seniors on
the Varsity now were on that
squad," reminisces Kelly. "It was a
pretty good bunch; we had some
fun."
Kelly stayed on the following
fall, when Dath returned to coach
the JVs, and over the past four
seasons he has provided a measure

of continuity to the Junior Varsity
Soccer program.
"In the spring of 1978 I was
asked to help with the JV Baseball
program," remembers Kelly.
"Coach Miller had hurt his back,
and was unable to do a lot of the
work that spring. So I've been
working with the team for two
seasons now, and we've done really
well." Last spring's JV Baseball
squad posted an 11-1 mark, the
finest of any Trinity team that
season.
Kelly is also Class Agent for the
Class of 1934. In that capacity he
has supervised an annual Class •
giving program that has three times
won the Alumni Trophy for highest
percentage of members giving.
But his greatest visibility in
recent years has been on the
Trinity athletic fields. An alumnus
who is giving to the athletic
tradition of his alma mater by active participation forty-five years
after his graduation, Kelly relishes
his role as coach.
"I really enjoy it," he says with a
smile. "It keeps me young."

Wit beck Leads JV Hockey
To 3-1-2 Fall
by Nick Noble
team leading honors. Sarah Clark,
Trinity's undefeated Junior Elspeth Hotchkiss, and Hillary
Varsity Field Hockey Team ran Spi'/./.iri also played well for the
their recqrd up to 2-0-2 before Bantams. Cyndie Hume and Mary
succumbing to Bridgeport's Varsity Braman combined in goal for the 2in their last game of the season. 0 shutout.
The week began with the JV ' On a warm, sunny afternoon at
team, sporting a 1-0-2 record, Mt. Holyoke, the JV Bants
travelling to rambunctious Rhode triumphed 5-2. Once again Parsons
Island to tackle Brown's JV squad. Witbeck scored on a penalty
The outstanding player of the stroke, the tall fullback's fourth
game was by far Connie Newton, goal of the year. Other goals came
The freshman fullback was all over off the fine sticks of Geraldine
the field, breaking up enemy drives Klauber (from her halfback
and sending the ball up to the position), Sarah Clark, Ruthte
attack. Melissa Gagen was also Strong, and Susift Hft£fatai»afcr—»-»
impressive, and Ruth Flaherty got
For their last game Trinity's 3N
her chance to show off for her liltlc travelled to Bridgeport to take on
brother, Michael.
that College's Varsity. Experienced
Trinity was awarded a penalty players proved the victors, as
stroke half-way through the first Bridgeport hammered Trinity 5-1.
half, and fullback Parsons Witbeck-Hillary Spi/.ziri scored for Trin,
made it good for. her third such The officiating was highly congoal of the fall, to lead the team in troversial.
scoring.
The highlight of the outstanding
In the second half Trinity kept season was of course the highthe pressure up, and Tracy scoring of Parsons Witbeck as a
Swecker scored her third goal of fullback. Her patented penalty
the year to tie with Witbeck for stroke was perfect every time.

• • • • • • • • S p o r t s Commentary*******
In the September 30th issue of the NCAA NEWS, Roger Heyns,
former chancellor at the University of California at Berkeley, was
quoted on the subject of "Athletics and Acadmeics" in the NEWS'
, Opinions Out Loud section. The following are his remarks on the
relevance of athletics to an institution.
<®

"As chancellor at Berkeley, I found it perfectly consistent to be
concerned about the strength of the athletic program and the
excellence of the academic programs. A university in spite of its
diverse parts is a single institution, and the health of one element
• has an effect on all the others. Obviously units differ in their impact
on, the whole, and I do not argue thaUhe athletic program is central
to the health of Berkeley.
"But it is relevant, and it is particularly relevant to Berkeley's
morale and its image of itself. I always believed that nothing would
go as far to unify the badly divided Berkeley campus in the late
1960s as would success in intercollegiate athletics. And I believe it
still.
"People identify with the institutions of which they are a part.
They take pride in its successes and suffer from its failures; the
strengths of the institution, in some subtle way, add to their own
importance and the inadequacies weaken them. And there are very
few activities of a university that have the breadth of appeal, the
capacity to elicit this kind of broad identification, than does athletic
performance,
"I have seen campuses unified and exhilarated by increases in
intercollegiate athletic success at universities that took great pride
in their academic reputations. The allegation that one cannot be
successful in both is very"suspect in my mind. There are too many
contrary examples, Stanford being a painfully close illustration.
"While the Ivy League schools have elected largely to limit their
competition to comparable institutions, none has chosen to starve
its program. Whatever they have retained, they support well and
they compete strenuously for athletes nationally.
"One can write a long disseration on the peculiar role of athletic
competition in American life. Whole cities identify with their
professional teams; the entire nation identifies with our Olympic
competitors. And the fact that other nations do the same in •varying
degrees suggests thai the phenomenon is not uniquely American.
-Hoger Hejms, former chancellor
University of California,"Berkeley
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Harriers Fall To Wesleyan, WPI

by Alex Magoun

"Alex." Nancy Lucas said two
Sundays ago." you wrote that the
learn lost to Wesleyan 27-29. Now
why is that important?"
"Dm, well, it's the best we've
done against them in- in a long
time." the Tripod cross-couutry
correspondent replied.

"Alright then, say so. When was
the last time the team was that
close?"
"Five ... no, make it ten years."
Coach Ralph Walde's research
on the rivalry showed that it was
not only twelve years since the
Bantams had done that well (losing
27-29 to Bill Rodgers, Amby

Trinity Cross-Country off and running at the start.
photo by Russell Hall

Football Falls To Colby
by Nick Noble
Four times in the second hsrff
Trinity had the ball at first and goal
inside Colby's ten-yard line. Four
chances to erase a 21-0 half-time
deficit at the hands of the Mulefrom Waterville, Maine, and th
result: one Bantam touchdown.
The first time it was a terrific
Colby goal-line stand that stopped
Trinity, sophomore QB Peter
Martin being downed at the one on
a fourth down attempt. But another
key Bantam drive was halted by a
timely interception, and fullback
Bill Holden fumbled away a third
shot at six.
Still, Holden's performance was
the single ray of sunshine on
Trinity's cloudy afternoon. On the
fourth scoring drive, deep in Mule
territory, Gary Palmer went in for
Pete Martin at the quarterback
slot, and promptly handed the ball
off to Holden, who slashed through
three yards for the score. His
scoring scamper put the icing on a
fine day for the sturdy sophomore
rusher, who gained an outstanding
111 yards with just sixteen carries
on the game. Pete Martin came out
on the field to congratulate Palmer,
Lindquist's kick was good, and
Trinity only trailed 21-7. But Colby
managed another tally, on a oneyard run by QB Frank Sears, and
the day belonged to the Mules 28-7.
Trinity's defense had a difficult
time containing Colby's powerful
offense. The Mules' game, led by
bruising back George Dolan,

accumulated 207 yards, setting up
each of their four scoring sallies.
Their 316 yards total offense on the
afternoon tells the whole story.
But turnovers often gave
Trinity's defense awkward field
position to work with. Despite the
fine ground game for the Bantams,
they lost that fumble on one crucial
scoring drive. In the air, although
Trinity passed for 92 yards, it was
on only five completions out of
twenty-four attempts, and the
Mules intercepted the ball five
times.
Pete Martin was the quarterback for most of the game,
except for that one play where
Trinity scored. He then went back
into the line-up, until late in the
fourth quarter a crushing Colby
tackle (the last of many the gutsy
QB received that day) saw him
carried from the field. Palmer went
in to Teplace him for the waning
minutes of the lost cause.
Martin is reported in good
condition. He bruised and strained
the muscles in his back, and won't
be seeing much action for a week,
due to muscle spasms. But Martin
feels he will be back by next
Monday or thereabouts.
The loss sees Trinity's record
fall to 1-4. The best the Bantams
can hope for now is a .500 season,
and they get their crack at it next
Saturday, vs. Coast Guard, at
home on Jessee Field.

Hurricane, DKE Lead ISL
by Nick Noble
In the Blue Division of the
Intramural
Soccer
League
Hurricane swept a pair this week
to solidify their hold on first place
with an unbeaten 6-0 record. Led
by Dave Doe and featuring such
stupendous players as Tim Rosa,
Mohamud Farah, and Peter Evans
(to name a few) they defeated AD
in a rough battle to open the week.
Their next contest pitted them
against the Assasins featuring such
ringers as Brock Veidenheimer,
Ridgway Knight, and professional
goalie Dave Snyderwine. Bruce
Berg had a phenomenal day, with
two goals and Two assists, to blow
Hurricane by the Assassins 7-0.
It was a rough week for the

Assassins. Earlier they had met
Gold Division leaders, DKE, and
had been soundly trounced.
Featuring former Varsity star Joe
Capasso, and such heads-up
hustlers as Topper Shutt, and Dave
Kyle, DKE ran them into the
ground.
DKE
and
Hurricane
will
contend for the Intramural Soccer
Championship following Open
Period, but injuries could be a
factor. Hurricane's talented Rob
Murdoch severely sprained his
ankle while vaulting out of bed to
answer the phone, and without him
the Blue champs lack depth.
Capasso was also reported the
victim of an injury during the DKE
game with the Assasins.

Burfoot et al.), but that the Trinity
cross-country team had not beaten
its Wesleyan counterpart since
1935. It was obviously time for a
change, and in the week preceding
the race Saturday with Wesleyan
and WPI, the team underwent
extensive psychological and
physical
preparation,
fully
believing that one of Trinity's
longest negative streaks was about
to end. "Nullify Elmer!" was the
rallying cry, referring to the rivals'
legendary coach. The team put in
the requisite miles, and Walde
calculated what he felt were the
mile splits necessary to undo the
Cardinals.
"Magoun and Williams will
keep us even for the first four
positions, and then Wesleyan will
try to put its pack of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
runners in as they did at Eastern
Connecticut," said the coach at a
Monday strategy session. "It is
necessary, for us to win, that Smith,
Rasmussen,
Melo,
Brooks,
Sherwood, McKeown place among
Wesleyan's pack. I would like them
to follow that pack, let them do the
lead work, and then push past them
after the two mile mark. Our
runners should let Wesleyan lead
up Veraon Street after miles, and
then go after them again on
Summit."
• It didn't work that way, a fact
made apparent almost from the
start. The runners broke from the
cannons in the unseasonably
muggy weather, and made a
headlong dash for the Vernon St.
gate. Inveterate rabbits Matt Smith
and Paul Rasmussen had stayed
behind Magoun, as asked, but in
their place was Mike Melo, who
was enjoying the sensations of
leading a race. "It was great," he
recalled, except Walde had asked
for a 5:25 first mile. "Ralph looked
at me and said '5:00, Melo' so I

said, 'Sorry, Ralph.' "
Varone and John Brauttgan took
Melo was not the only culprit, fifth and sixth in the dual score
Magoun, in chasing WPI's first two which clinched another victory for
runners, passed in 4:58, while Bob the Middletowners. Matt Smith
Williams was right behind Melo sailed past Melo with three
and the rest of the team was ten to quarters of a mile to go and ran a
fifteen seconds ahead of Walde's persona! best 27:38, but was still six
pre-race splits.
seconds behind Brautigaii. Melo
"It's impossible to go slowly in came in ten seconds later, to mark
that first mile," said Williams his first sub-28:00 time, while
during an informal post-mortem, Rasmussen completed the home
noting its downhill incline, the squad's score in 2&:22, about a
initial energy of the racers and the minute above what he had hoped
presence of many of the Cardinals for. "1 had a bad race. What more
between 5:05 and 5:10. Alex can 1 say?", he said that night, and
Sherwood had more to add on the it must be added that even a
latter problem. "If we ran the 5:25- minute's improvement would not
5:30 miles Ralph asked us to, we have affected the outcome of the
wouldn't be in the same race. You meet.
can't make up that sort of
The final scores were Wesleyan
distance."
26, Trinity 29, and WPI 20, Trinity
If the first mile was not 40, a considerable improvement
strategically correct, it made for an over the results of past seasons,
exciting race from the spectator's The Harriers are now 4-7, with two
viewpoint. Magoun and WPI fresh- home tri-meets and an optional
man Mike Horgan duelled back race with Wesleyan to go. It is
and forth for four and a half miles conceivable that the team could
before the Bantam faded on the still reach .500 for the season if
final stretch up Vernon. "I pulled they upset the Assumption
away from him four or five times, Greyhounds tomorrow. Once
and every time he came back.1 again, some vocal support would
- Magoun recalled later. "I tried to be appreciated for this" contest
stretch out a lead on Broad in the which begins at 4:00 pm.
last mile, but he caught up and
In other running news,
moved ahead going uphill." Horgan Mathematics professor Ralph
won in 26.06, and Magoun finished Walde finished 27th Sunday in the
26:17, five seconds off his scho6l CBT Mini-Marathon. Starting from
record.
the middle of the pack, Walde took
Wesleyan and WPI took the twenty seconds to reach the
next five places, whereupon
starting line, and 34:00 and ten
Williams passed the cannon finish kilometers later crossed the finish
line in 27:15, three seconds off his line at Bushness Park, ahead of the
best on the home course. "I spent majority of the 1500 starters . . .
the last three miles trying to decide Nancy Wilson ran a personal best
whether dying or running this race 22:40 over Trinity's three mile
would have been better. I felt women's course Saturday, placing
terrible." Nevertheless, the junior third against Wesleyan's junior
had kept the Bantam-Cardinal varsity squad. The freshman attributed her five mile morning
score even through four places.
That was not enough, un- warm-up as part of the reason for
fortunately, for Wesleyan's Vin her personal best.

Soccer Drops To 1-5 Off The Year
by William Billiard
The grueling schedule that the
Trinity Soccer team plays this year
began to really take its toll, as the
squad dropped a pair of tough 1-0
games to Bently and Union and in
the process saw its record sink to 15.
On Wednesday evening, the
Bantams travelled to Waltham,
Mass, to play their only night game
of the year against the Bentley
College Falcons.
The 5-1 beating which the
squad absorbed at the hands of
Tufts had forced coach Shults to
abandon the relatively free-flowing
zone defense that had been experimented'with this season. In its
place was inserted the familiar
man-to-man defense which had
been Shults' trademark with the

Varsity team in years past. This
change in defensive alignment also
shifted the teams emphasis from a
controlled style to a more random
and helter-skelter brand of offensive movement.
Trinity had no real problems
adjusting to the lights, and the first
ha]f settled into a decidely
defensive system, with the man-toman defense doing a solid job on
Bentleys attackers. However, the
offense suffered quite dramatically,
because of a strict man-to-man
organized distribution. The first
half ended in a scoreless tie and at
least the Bantams were still in the
game.
Bentley had the advantage
because of a slight wind in the
second half and they assumed
control as the half began. The wind

Men's JV Soccer At .500
by Nick Noble
The Junior Varsity Soccer team's
record is now 4-4. after a heartbreaking 1-2 week. Despite a
valiant effort by goalie John
Simons, the Men's JV booters
dropped the week's opener to
UConn 3-0, setting the pace for the
next few days.
Against Springfield Trinity was
up 3-0 at the half, but had to
struggle to hold on to a 4-3 win as
Springfield came on strong,
Lacking bench depth to sup-

plement marathon endurance,
Randy PearsaU's Trinity booters
troops put up a strong second
effort to clinch the victory. Albert
Ageyman scored twice for Trinity,
The, Bantams were missing an
injured goalie Simons on Saturday
when Union s undefeated JV squad
swung into Hartford. Still, Trinity
hung tough and battled hard. They
put up a good show defensively but
could generate no offense, and lost
1-0 to drop them to 4-4.

Ultimate Frisbee Action.
by Nick Noble
Trinity's Ultimate Frisbee Team
participated in a small tournament
held at Central Connecticut this
past Saturday. The Bantam dischurlers lost the first one in a close
match against Central. Trinity
played hard and had several opportunities to clinch a victory, but
couldn't quite put it together.
Their next game of the tourney

was against Fitchburg State. Trinity
achieved their very first intercollegiate Ultimate win by
downing the Fitchburgians 21-10
behind the play of Dave Dunn and
Tricia Zengerle, among others.
On Sunday, for part of Hartford
Sports Day at Bushnell Park,
Trinity took on the Connecticut
Dukes, and lost 24-17. A good time
was had by all.
;• . •.

seemed to crush remaining semblance of ball control by the
Bantams, and they floundered
badly under the Falcons" assault. It
was only a matter of time before
Bentleys' pressure paid off, and the
home team did indeed take the
lead when a long throw-in was put
past Tom Adi! by a Bentley forward. Trinity was unable to rise to
the challenge, and they continued
to kick the ball aimlessly.
Union came to Hartford for a
2:00 PM contest on Saturday, only
the second time this year Trinity
had the home field advantage.
Little was known about the visitors
except the fact that they had only
lost three of their starters from last
year's fine team, that had routed
the Bantams 4-0. On a beautiful and
fairly windy day, Trinity won the
toss and elected to take the wind,
hoping to make Union pay for its
long bus • ride. The first half
featured some fairly good soccer,
as both teams had several good
scoring chances and executed
some nice plays.
In this reporter's opinion,
Trinity pushed the ball around and
showed far better control than they
had on Wednesday. However,
Union got the games opening score
and upset the Bantams wind
strategy, when a fine shot beat Tom
Adil to his right and rolled into the
far corner.
The booters started the second
half on their heels, as Union used
the wind to aid their attack. The
defense held and Trinity tried to
keep the ball low and pass to their
wings as they opened their offensive thrusts. The strategy
worked to some extent, as the men
in blue put some sporadic pressure
on the Union goalie. But the
visitors hung on and handed the
Bantams their third straight loss.
Despite some improvement, times
are-hard'.'••''••••'
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Women's Tennis Places Third InNew Englands
» T._ •

by Nick Noble
Harvard, Darthmouth, and team. Eileen Kern, Faith Wilcox,
Boston University. Together they Dena Kaplan, Brenda Erie, and
must have enrollments of well over Trinity's first doubles team of
thirty thousand. Tiny Trinity Martha Brackenridge and Johanna
College, with its less than 2000 Pitocchelli all won, but the most students, shouldn't even be able to decisive Trinity victory came from
compete in their class. Yet this Dede Seeber, who completely
weekend at Amherst Trinity's dominated her opponent.
Wendy Jennings, Trinity's
Women's Varsity Tennis team
emerged in a secure third place in number one player, lost to a terrific
the New England Championships, Mt. Holyoke player in two sets,
very close behind the two Ivy while the doubles pairs of Dymsza
League powers, and well ahead of and Meagher, Petch and Perido,
both lost.
the BU blockbuster.
On Thursday, Harvard arrived
The strong showing at Amherst
late
to Trinity, and proceeded to
topped a 1-1 week, where Trinity
defeated Mt. Holyoke arid then lost top the Bantams 6-2. Eilleen Kern
to Harvard on a long afternoon. On was sensational for the Bantams,
Tuesday the women travelled to defeating the Crimson number two
South Hadley, where " they player. Martha Brackenridge and
Pitocchelli lost a close and
triumphed
-6-3 over
Holyoke Johanna
umphed-6-3
over the
the Holyoke
Jonanna nioccnem IOSE a ciose ana

exciting match 5-7, 4-6. Brenda
Erie battled for a long hour and a
half until darkness to achieve split
sets, and the match was called a tie
because Harvard had already
wrapped it up.
The weekend was. beautiful,
sunny, and warm: ideal weather for
the New England Championships
at Amherst. On Friday Wendy
Jennings swept opponents from
Bowdoin and UMaine in straight
sets. Eilleen Kern stopped her
Wesleyan opponent in two, then
found herself outplayed by a
powerful Tufts player. The doubles
duo of Dena Kaplan and Faith
Wilcox dominated their opponents
from Stonehill and Brown.
Martha Brackenridge and
Johanna Pitoechelli stopped their
V- -
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Middletown opposition in two sets, University of Vermont. She then
and then took three each to polish was defeated by Marcia Banks of
off UConn and to be downed by UVM 6-10.
BU. They then entered the conKaplan and Wilcox slaughtered
solutions. The consolation feeder SCSC and upended UConn,.before
round featured ten-game pro-sets, succumbing
t o Dartmouth's
the first player winning ten taking number one pair 3-6, 4-6, in the
the s e t . The Brackenridge- semi-finals of the main draw. It was
Pitocchelli duo downed Fairfleld a good, close match.
On Sunday, Jennings won in the
10-1 in their Friday consolation
consolation
semi-finals, defeating
bout. Kern swept hers 10-0.
On
Saturday,
Jennings Amherst's number one player. In
triumphed over Harvard 6-0, 6-3, the finals she lost to Marcia Banks
and then lost to Wendy Wesson of of UVM 6-7, 3-6.
Dartmouth 4-6, 2-6. In her con- "Trinity seemed to make
solation round she downed the everyone nervous," said Coach Sue
Lady Jeff from Amherst 10-3. McCarthy about Trinity's timely
Eilleen Kern roared through a trio play in the New England Tourof consolation matches going 10-7,. nament. "We were in-it until the
10-4 and 10-4 over opponents from end. No one was sure Tnn wouldn t
Wheaton, Harvard, and the be first. The team did a great job."
T-«
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Collins Outstanding As Field Hockey Ends At 7-1
1.-.HT1-I.KI.I.I..
by
Nick Noble

successful future of Field Hockey
This past week belonged to at Trinity.
Against Brown last Monday
Anne Collins. With display after
display of outstanding goaltending, things did not begin auspiciously.
she came into her own as the The Bruins' Amy Crafts came
answer t o Robin Sheppard's roaring downfield, got the ball
season-long search for a starting behind Collins, and scored despite
Varsity cage-keeper, and provided a last-second desperation dive by
a shining ray of hope for the Carol McKenzie. They came againr

.
. . .
but Collins rallied with a series of
fine saves, and the momentum
returned to Trinity.
The Bantams went momentarily
ahead in the next few minutes. First
Lorraine deLabry took the rebound
from a Dottie Bundy shot and
slapped it in to knot the game at

f , bojh
affair,
both sides
sides controlling
controlling the
t
ball equally and getting nothing
accomplished. Still, dynamite
Dottie Bundy managed to score
again, Collins was steady in the
nets, and Trinity won 3-0. It was
Collins' second Varsity shutout of
But Trinity was only tempting the season.
Providence, as Brown turned the
Manhattanville
came to
ball upfield and charged the
Bantam net. Once again Collins Hartford for Trinity's final regular
was called on to make some season contest. It was the first time
brilliant, heads-up saves, but the the two teams had ever met, and
pressure was too much, and Crafts Manhattanville was not to be taken
notched her second tally of the lightly. They had tied a strong
Smith squad earlier in the fall.
afternoon, to make it 3-2.
^ ^ ^ ^ U g h , sloppy game.

^^.,u Then
Ti,on Ro
Bn Spier
S n W danced
rtnnr.firi
one-all.
around the left side of the net and
back-handed the ball to Bundy,
who fired it in for the 2-1 lead.
Their
red-mittened
manager
cheered loudly.

0

the
the
the ball
ball against
against the
foul-mouthed New Yorkers. The
first half looked like a ping-pong
game: the ball bouncing back and
forth, the players dancing around
it, no score. Collins was challenged
once or twice, but the Bantams
could not mount a sustained drive
of their own. The officiating was
Brown's Amy Crafts made it a both erratic and controversial. At
u ui
bat
' ' ' " "it
" was
" " "locked
~"'/"" 7"up
~ at
„, IMi.
nil
t " /half,
, trick..when she managed
, , 6 a..score
. the
late m the game, but some timely
Lisa Parker was the catalyst, of
work by Collins and the hustling
play of fullbacks Ginny Gardner the second half, as she kept moving
and Cindy Higgins helped Trinity the ball up to the attack. Sherry
hold on to the 4-3 triumph.
Benzel came alive at left wing and
Aiine Collins had twenty-one played a superb half. She shot the
saves in the winning effort against ball across the net. It was saved.
Then Lorraine deLabry flicked
Brown. That tied the record for
most saves in a single game by a the rebound back to Dottie Bundy,
hockey goalie, set by Anne ,who scored to give the Bantams the
Warner in a losing cause versus 'lead, 1-0, for good.
Williams in the autumn of 1977.
Trinity actually looked like
It was Anne C ollins again
in the tt hh ee nn ii ss ee ii vv ee ss ii nn that
that half.
half.T
The scoring
I
g
Record setting goalie Anne Collins notched her third Varsity shutout of the fall in the final game
f i daa
first
half
against
Mt.
Holyoke.
It
Spier
fired
p
u
n
c
h
w
a
s
t
h
e
r
e
R
o
against Manhattanville. Here she is supported by halfback l i s a lorillard [1.] and fullback-Carol
was a beautiful afternoon in South n a r d s h o t > a n d gundy deflected it
McKenzie [*.].
\
.
' photo by Peter Wilson
Hadley,
Massachusetts,
but
things into a goal.
for
Hdl
M
h t t
b t thi
^ Spier notchedd one
for
did not look well for Trinity. The herself next, unassisted. Spier
home team put together several made it two for herself, taking a
excellent
-—
- passing
te. series,
- and- pass from Lisa Lorillard and
The Varsity lightweight four
a 15.28.3. The first 27 boats in the
by John Moore and Nick Noble
literally controlled the tempo of p u t t i n g i t j n Then Dottie Bundy
came in 9th out of 40 with a time of
* . . first
« w half,
u.it for
<w the
<h» mn
most
« part
.
„
hat trick,
cV1II1V1IWU
linched y
JW
e t. another
This past Sunday the 15th race all crossed the finish within 57 18:12.8. They lost to Williams, but the
seconds
of
each
other's
times.
keeping the ball down in the cconverting
onverting
aa 'pass,
pass, from
from Laurie
Annual Head Of The Charles
they
defeated
Harvard,
Marietta,
Trin's heavy boat managed to
1 0 18 1
er USSon int Trinity S
Regatta took place on the Charles
Coast Guard, URI, and ^notf ^tested
^ i ^ as
l ? often
! , ^ !as
!she! was
, ! ?ftnal
<? goal. °
' *'*
defeat UMass and WPI, while
River between Boston and
falling to Coast Guard, Wesleyan, Georgetown. The Freshman Brown, was tested twice as hat-,
Cambridge. Entries came from the
Columbia, FIT, Ithaca, and URI in heavies, and the freshman lights and made a dozen incredible saves
The Manhattanville victory sa ^
U.S., Canada, Mexico, and Britain.
competed in the youth 8 events, in that first half to stave off Trinity end their regular season a
that minute.
Over the the years the Head has
and came in 20th and 23rd Holyoke threats. Holyoke played 7-1. It was Anne Collins foun
Trinity's Varsity lightweight
become a prestigious event for
eight came in ninth out of 40, with respectively, out of a field of 40. extremely well, and even got past Varsity win in as many y a r '
many fine crews.
In special races Trinity fared
a time of 16:47.3. They lost to
Collins a few times, but Carol starts. It was her third Varsity
The weather this fall was great
Coast Guard and FIT, as well as respectably. Head Coach Norm McKenzie and Cindy Higgins were shutout. And in the only game sn
for the spectators, but no so good
such Ivy powers as Princeton, Graf came in 15th out of 40 in the there to make the saves them- was scored upon she tied
for those rowing. It was hot, with
Columbia, Dartmouth, and UPenn, Veteran Singles race. A Trinity selves. .
record for most saves in a gam •
some gusty winds, and there was
but they beat the two boats that ran Alumni boat came in ninth out of
She also started one JV gai" e '
often a headwind on the course. 1-2 at the Dad Vail Regatta last 40. And last year's seniors Jim
For Trinity's attack, Dottie Bundy
winning
with a shutout.
Trinity was represented by year. Trinity's JV lights came in
Gardner and Tony Lothrop came directed a Lorillard drive from
Crews featuring 42 men, 8 women, 24th out of 40 with a time of
in 9th in the pair-without-coxswain' outside the circle into a goal on an
and 10 alumni and coaches. As 17:26.9.
early Bantam possession/Later in
race.
This corning weekend T r i g
usual the Trinity contingent was
to steal the travels to Saratoga SpringsIt was a good, strong showing the half Trin managed
The Bantam Varsity Women's
— . _ o — ._ _ — . - . - travei& io oiuiuus" -I---- "
t h e
ably supported by throngs of Blue
Four came in 7th out of 40, with a for Fall Crew at Trinity, and bodes ball again, and Co-Captain Laurie y O rk, and sunny Skidmore, ior ^
and Gold fans waxing recreative
time of 20:21.5, defeating everyone well for the Spring schedule.
Fergusson hit it clean and hard off jg^g Northeastern Region^ 8 ,
along the banks of the river.
All
times
and
places
here
listed
in their class, including Williams,
a rebound, scoring a beautiful goal, t e . i m entered plays in a roUI1
Trinity's Varsity Heavyweight
s, and
ana
Radcliffe, Mt. Holyoke, Yale, are technically unofficial. Official to put theBlue and Gold up 2-0 as r o b j n (c,,-niat for two days,
eigh tied with Williams for 26th Georgetown, UMass, Wesleyan, listings, plus photographs, will
selects
the whistle blew for recess.
t l l e k%M\aij.su<r teams are •"
place out of -!0 boats. Their time and Conn College.
appear in next week's Tripod.
The second half'was'.a. see-saw to. compete in the
was 16:23.3. The winning time was
remained cool and collected, and
she executed important saves
easily. The offense gave her a
cushion to work with when Lisa
Parker passed the ball across the
mouth of the cage and Sherry
Benzel put it in for Trinity's fourth
score of the afternoon.

Trinity Crews At Head Of The Charles

